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EXTRA Poll

I was riding in my car toward an early morning press check for the
last issue of the Rock when the talkradio din suddenly shifted into
high drama. "I don't understand, sir . . . what do you want us to do?"
It was January 17 and Peter Arnett was pleading with an Iraqi official
on behalf of CNN and the American people - people who were
clinging to every word of his lone broadcasts describing the sights
and sounds of war erupting in Baghdad. "He is asking us to do
something that is abhorrent to us .. . he is asking us to cease
broadcasting," Arnett declared in a voice reminiscent of the radio
announcer witnessing the Hindenburg's destruction.
For me, that moment captured the initial sense of disbelief and the
sharp jolt many of us felt as the reality of war took hold. Then the
debate began. Animated discussions about the issues that led to war
split opinions in households, offices, and the nation. In her article,
"War In the Gulf," Yuko Sakamoto Hayakawa took the pulse of the
campus as the events in the Persian Gulf unfolded.
The realities of war are not new to our 100-year-old-plus college.
Nina Santo talked with alumni and administrators who generously
shared their memories, thoughts and opinions about what it was like
to be at Whittier during the Vietnam era. She didn't know what to
expect as she prepared to probe the psyche of those on campus
during one of America's most unhealed moments in history. What she
found was a surprising willingness to reflect on that experience.
And, finally, Kevin Lacey '88, who is now a law student at USC, takes
us back to Whittier during World War II in his article, "Friends Torn
By War."
I hope you enjoy this "War Stories" issue which is really not as much
about war as it is about us, the generations of people who have
shaped the Poet campus.
- Sandra Sarr
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BYYUKO SAKAMOTO HAYAKAWA

It would have been anyone's guess as
to how the campus community would
react to the unfolding events of the
Persian Gulf War. With the benefit of
hindsight, Yuko Sakamoto Hayakawa
reports just what did - and did not happen during the Poet campus' most
recent encounter with war.
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FRIENDS TORN BY WAR

BY NINA SANTO
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Professors, students and administrators
at Whittier during the Vietnam War
express different opinions and
experiences reflective of that era. But
the intensity of their memories and
their willingness to recount them
appear remarkably similar.

BY KEVIN LACEY '88 with SANDRA SARR

USO dances, Quonset huts on the
quad, nylon stockings into parachutes
- "our boys" were abroad, and
Whittier would never be the same.
World War II would shake this tiny
college to its very foundation. Friends
Torn By War takes us back to the
events that would help shape the
Whittier of today.
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iven the diverse
dynamics of Whittier
College and its deeprooted ties to Quakerism, it
would have been anyone's
guess as to how the campus
community would react to
the unfolding events of the
Persian Gulf War.
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Last November, the
college hosted a week-long
visit by Ambassador Robert
Neumann, former ambassador to Saudi Arabia, and his
wife, Marlen. On the night of
November 12, students
flocked to the Shannon
Center for the Performing
Arts to hear Neumann share
his personal predictions
about the Iraqi crisis and the
future of U.S.-Middle East
relations. There was a
particularly eerie, tense
hush when Neumann stated
that, "although this episode in history
would be transitory. . - the outcome
would probably be that of military
conflict." Heads nodded, others
whispered their disbelief, and some sat
glassy-eyed.
As the economy weakened and U.S.
military build-up continued overseas,
here on campus the Christmas holidays
offered only a minor distraction for
students. Campus life was on hold, if
only for a few short weeks.
The word "draft," which had been
buried with the '70s, was suddenly
resurrected and was now on the lips of
many. In early January, College Chaplain
Jon Moody attended a workshop on
draft law and decided that a similar
program would benefit Whittier College
students. Moody sought to update
students in case the war extended
beyond the few weeks that had been
predicted. "The students who were
worried, were worried because of the
Vietnam stories they had heard as part of
the culture, and they didn't want it to
happen again," explained Moody. He
added, "There was a lot of early anxiety
building up to the January 15th
deadline, and about a possible draft."
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While some students viewed the
program as a premature scare, others
held high anxieties at the thought of
their future being tampered with by the
reinstating of a military draft. Moody
also held a weekly prayer service at the
Memorial Chapel and was prepared to
console many. Five students attended
the first vigil, but in the following weeks
the chapel remained empty. "I was a bit
surprised," said Moody, "Very soon
students went about their business.
Discussions about the war were more
political than personal, and aside from
the rally, the war didn't dominate
campus life."

Students Support Bush
The rally that Moody refers to started as
a joke. Sophomore Mike Poutre found
himself growing irritated while
watching a news report of an anti-Bush
demonstration in Iraq. He jokingly
suggested to fellow sophomore Dustin
Brunson that they burn a Saddam
Hussein effigy. In less than three days,
the two prepared flyers and 30 poster
signs. Word soon spread that a pro-war
rally was set for January 17 at 12:30 p.m.
by the rock. Poutre called the media,

and because their event was
one of the first advocating a
pro-Bush position, Out the
media came with CNN
heading the list. Local
independent television
stations KTLA, Channel 5,
KCAL, Channel 9 and the
Whittier Daily News all
recorded history. The
pictures of students with
picket signs surrounding a
bonfire caught the attention
of audiences world-wide.
Images from Whittier
College were seen from
Vermont to Micronesia and
even by the troops in
Saudi Arabia.

"Seeing that rally on
television changed a lot of
people's minds about
Whittier in a sense, because
not many had ever heard of
Whittier College," Poutre
said. The unexpected show of support
surprised both Brunson and Poutre who
were a bit baffled, since "what we were
doing was a conservative thing and the
college is known as a liberal college,"
said Brunson. Poutre summed up the
purpose of the rally this way, "We
wanted peace also. We were just
supporting our President, the troops,
and our actions to get peace."
But Anthony Navarrete, a junior,
didn't like what he saw. He organized a
pro-peace demonstration, on the spot.
"The most powerful moment for me
during this whole crisis was the rally
on campus. I could not believe, in this
day and age, the incredible amount of
hatred. People were chanting things
like, 'America, love it or leave it,' they
were chanting overtly racist slogans like
'Bomb 7-11 (convenience stores)' about
Arab people in general. . . I found it
terribly sad that we haven't learned
from WWII," said Navarrete. He added,
"The venom that was circulating was
very disturbing, because they (the prowar ralliers) saw us very much as a
threat to this whole new world order,
whatever it is that they see as the right
in this world."
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Bombing The Craddle of
Civilization

Demonstrating students line Painter
Avenue u'ith picket signs in support
of the Gulf Wth:

_
Graffiti sprayed on a wall in Florence,
Italy is captured through the lens of
Whittier College student Cec/ly
Bilodeau.
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One of the casualties from this campus
conflict was Zahira Virani. Not a casualty in
a military sense, but perhaps from
something much more hurtful, the words
of war. Virani, a sophomore, is of Indian
descent. She clearly remembers the day
when reality slapped her in the face. "I had
just come up from Indian Canyon in Palm
Springs when I heard we had bombed
Baghdad. I just couldn't believe it," recalled
Virani. "My first thought was, 'My God,
we're bombing Mesopotamia, the Tigris
and the Euphrates. We're bombing the
cradle of civilization!'" said Virani,
recalling her total disbelief. Her voice
tightens when she talks about the rally. "It
became an us-versus-them mentality, and
since I am Arab-American, I got shoved
into the 'them' category, when I thought I
belonged to the 'us' group," she said. "I was
against the war, but not just because I'm a
Muslim, but because I didn't want
Americans to die either," Virani asserted.
Meanwhile, more than 5,000 miles
away, senior Cecily Bilodeau was touring
Florence, Italy, with a group of students
enrolled in a three-week January interim
course called Dante's Florence. Bilodeau
said that she was not overly worried about
the approaching edict. Perhaps it was the
six-hour days of Renaissance art in the
morning and Dante in the afternoon which
made life back home seem so distant.
When Operation Desert Storm began,
Bilodeau said, "We tried to follow what was
going on. It took us at least three days to
find Voice of America on the radio. We
listened to that, although they didn't say
much . . . I felt suspended, cut adrift from
everybody. In a lot of ways, it didn't seem
real to me. I wasn't home in front of my
television talking about it with everybody,"
said Bilodeau. She said there were really no
signs of anti-American threats, other than
some graffiti splattered across walls. While
in Florence, the group stumbled upon a
sedate peace demonstration.
Professor Wendy Furman agreed with
that assessment. She, along with professors
Michael Praetorius and Paula Radisich, led

Student Poll of Gulf Crisis

the group of 20 to Italy. In reference to the
peace demonstration they witnessed,
Furman said, "It might have been
construed as an anti-American protest, but
it was really aimed at the Italian
government in an effort to persuade them
not to become so deeply involved. Except
for those students who were subjected to
parental panic, life continued as normal,"
said Furman, adding, "We kept wellinformed and had daily conversations with
President Ash and the American consulate."
Furman recalled, "The group was
definitely split and the conversations were
pretty lively. Everyone seemed to have
mixed feelings about the war. Nobody
wanted the war, but everybody recognized
that Saddam Hussein was crazy, and so it
seemed to me that the discussions were
much more civil, not like the Vietnam War,
when they were very divisive."
News of Whittier's rally struck Furman
in an odd way. "The news came to us
garbled, so we got the idea that it was an
anti-war rally at which Saddam Hussein had
been hung in effigy," laughed Furman. "I said
to Michael and Paula, 'Well now, that's a
nice mixed message,' and we just remarked
on how that was the kind of war this had
been - all of us had such mixed emotions
that even that crazy message seemed
possible," continued Furman.
The curve of emotions expressed by
those in Italy seemed to parallel those at
home. First a mood of tension, fueled by
fears that another Vietnam was on the
horizon, but set in a new era. Philosophical
discussions about the war split households,
colleagues, and an otherwise peaceful
campus was divided amongst its own ranks.
When a full-scale war had been launched,
feelings of panic, paranoia, pride, and
passion left some with a feeling of
schizophrenia.
Except for the one rally and
demonstration on campus, student
involvement was barely visible. Navarrete
mused, "There was a sense of distance from
the Situation to the point that some
couldn't understand the war, and therefore,
they didn't know how to react. Apathy may
have been their only known response.
Remember, our generation has never had a
personal encounter with war."

Do You Agree With the War?

Do You Support Bush's Actions in Liberating Kuwo

Don't Know
2.04%

YES
34.69%

No
63.27%

Should We Be in the Persian Gulf at All?

How Concerned Are You About the War?

Don't Know
30

20

YES
50%

10

No,01 cli

Slightly
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If There Was A Draft Would You Go?
Male

Female

NO
33,33%

YES
66.67,

Stefani Weisman
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DECADE OF dISCONTENT

n March of 1965, less than eight
months after the Gulf of Tonkin
Incident, U.S. Marines began to land in
force in Vietnam. By June, they were
authorized to take offensive action. At
Whittier, these prophetic events did not go
unnoticed. Ten hopeful pacifists stood
together along Painter Avenue in silent
protest of the U.S. military presence in
Vietnam.
Of course on this traditionally
conservative campus, demonstrations
didn't have the air of legitimacy they were

I

gaining at Berkeley and other places. And
besides, students told themselves, U.S.
soldiers weren't really "at war." In his book,
Whittier College: The First Century On the
Poet Campus, Charles Elliott '67 recalls
that other issues dominated the Poet
agenda that year: "In May, 1965, some 200
students - well-mannered, clean-cut,
well-dressed, anxious to avoid the
disheveled stereotype of Berkeley's student
reformers - marched on (President)
Smith's office, under the banner of the
Academic Integrity Movement. Their
slogan, 'Faculty First,' drew attention to
their demand for higher faculty salaries."
Rich Cheatham '68, who participated in
similar demonstrations, says, "Vietnam was
one of many subjects of discussion. And

until 1967, opposition to the war was a
gentlemanly thing - more academic than
visceral."
Lest those too young to have lived
through the '60s should get the wrong
impression of this turbulent decade,
Cheatham says, "Don't forget, in those days,
the most popular part of the Quaker
Campus was our gossipy society column.
Not everyone was wrapped up in social
justice issues."
"We who opposed the war in 1965 were
a small minority - at Whittier and across

the nation," says Hilmi Ibrahim, professor
of physical education at the college since
1964. In fact, a 1967 QC poll of 19 students
found that "hawks outnumbered doves,"
with only seven students against and 12 in
favor of U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
Professor William Geiger '62, who
returned to campus in 1965 to take a place
among the English Department faculty.
says, "1965-67 was relatively peaceful not much different from my student days."
A survey ofAcropolises and QCs of the
era reinforces this point. Images of utter
normalcy abound - the years punctuated,
as they had been for decades, with
freshman beanies, Poetess Proms, and
homecoming floats; a never-ending stream
of convocation speakers attempting to
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capture the imaginations of preoccupied
students; yell leaders cheering for school
spirit, and with good reason: Whittier's
football team was regularly among the best
in the nation.
One 1965 Acropolis headline proclaims,
"Seniors Look Toward Graduate Schools,
Teaching, Peace Corps, Business, Military."
Certainly, the stigma of joining the military
service that was to follow a few years later
had not yet reached this hillside campus.

Students Without Hope
In fact, much of what would become the
controversy over Vietnam did not
penetrate the college consciousness until
1968, when the prolific pen of Bruce
Murphy '69 set the tone for Quaker
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Campus editorial policy as the voice of the
New Left at Whittier College.
"I wasn't a radical," Murphy says. "I
worked at McDonalds and I had a haircut!"
he offers, as a sort of self-portrait.
"Looking back now, I'd have to say that
those of us who put the paper together
were pretty isolated. We spoke to a small
audience," Murphy says. "But remember
the historical significance of that year," he
adds, with emphasis. "In 1968, King and
Kennedy were assassinated, and draft calls
were stepped up. There had been such a
breath of hope in '67 and '68. For a few
months we believed that reason and caring
would prevail.
"When Robert Kennedy died
well, I
don't know if I can describe having all

Acropolis
The Lifestyle: Vol. Two, 1171
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hope removed, but that is the perspective
that we wrote from. There was an awful lot
of 'nothing to lose' in what we did with the
paper that year."
What Murphy did was put the peace
sign in the QC masthead and barrage the
campus with near-weekly editorials
attacking the callousness, futility, and utter
hopelessness of the American presence in
Vietnam.
Something clicked - maybe Murphy
was more in touch with his audience than
he believes. According to Elliott's book, the
'68-'69 year bore witness to a new student

Acropolis, 1973

I wasn't
a radical.
I worked
at McDonalds
and I had a
haircut!
—Bruce Murphy '69

I

restlessness, with college pranks occurring
with greater frequency and intensity:
"Dean of Students Charles Montgomery
observed that 'Our campus has been in a
state of anarchy since Orientation week,
with frequent food fights and at least four
residence hall raids.'"

We Stopped a War
"We did our bit and we went Out,"
Murphy says. "But now when we get
together, I think we can say that eventually
we - and hundreds of thousands like us stopped a war."
But Christine (Portigal) Gillette '69
reports that anti-war demonstrations never
achieved 100 percent support on campus,
even as the seeds of active protest took
root at Whittier. "Although," she points out,
"remember that most of the young men
who were in favor of the war had enlisted.
They weren't on campus to debate the
issue."
"For me it was an emotional tug-of-war,"
Gillette says, attempting to describe the
complexities that the war in Vietnam
imposed on her own life. "I lost a fiance
over there, and I had a brother who would
have done anything to get out of going.
"For my father, who kept his medals
from World War II and Korea on the walls
of our home, to have a son who didn't want
to go to Vietnam was devastating.
"My fiance, Bill, on the other hand, had
enlisted and survived one tour, and opted
to go back. He believed that what he was
doing was right, and I believed in him,"
Gillette says with lasting conviction.
"His goal was to help the South
Vietnamese build hospitals and schools. He
said he went back to leave a legacy for the
children, whose country was being
devastated by this war.
"Bill (not a Whittier student) wasn't
angry with the anti-war protesters,"
Gillette says. "He believed that part of what
he was fighting for was their freedom to
choose. Such a fine person he was.
"His parents told me that one day he hit
a mine, and he was gone." Pausing, she
adds, "Whether he came back to me or not,
I just wish he had come back."
Even as ambivalence and ambiguities

Acropolis,
Vol. One, 1971
mounted, protests reached a fever pitch
with the invasion of Cambodia, and with
the shooting deaths of four unarmed
student protesters at Kent State on May 4,
1970. According to Elliott's book:
At Whittier, student leaders declared a
strike .. President Binder, a veteran of a
more popular war, urged nonviolence:
"There is no such thing as a just or
unjust war, all wars are stupid, mean and
immoral. As rational beings, raise your
voices in protest if you must, but raise
your hand against no man or you defeat
the very purpose of your concern.
Indeed, nonviolence may have been
one hallmark of Whittier's demonstrations:
"During the 1968-69 school year, more
than 4,000 arrests were made for violent or
disruptive behavior on U.S. campuses. At
Whittier, one student was charged with
disturbing the peace," Elliott recounts in
Whittier College.
Richard Harvey, professor of political
science at Whittier College since 1960 and
dean of academic affairs 1971-80, says that
to Whittier's credit, "The 1970 student
strike was a model" for other colleges.
"Students from other, bigger campuses
came to Whittier to take tours of strike
headquarters in the Student Union, that's
how effective our student leaders were in
communicating and coordinating their
activities."
Professor Geiger recalls an administration which acted "with great care" to
accommodate the striking students. "Some
professors published and distributed
lecture notes for those students who
weren't attending classes for reasons of
conscience."

A Time For Change
Meanwhile, the campus was changing in
other ways. Founders Hall burned down in
1968, and by that same year, construction
of the Stauffer Science Center was in full
swing. Women lobbied for a more liberal
curfew. The Black Student Union was
formed, the Center of Mexican American
Affairs was founded, and the Student Action
Committee began to pursue "student
power." Enrollment burgeoned, due in
part both to the Baby Boom and academic
deferments.

"Our student body has always been
fairly conservative," says Mike McBride,
professor of political science since 1969.
"In some ways, Whittier was just catching
up with the rest of the country (in 1968-70).
"I think we handled the demonstrations
in a Quakerly fashion," he says, adding, "I

I lost a fiancé
over there.
He believed that
what he was
doing was right,
Ibel'
l V,1
in him.
Christine (Portigal)
Gillette '69

Acropolis, 1970

For my part,
I'm not
convinced
that the '60s
were
the epitome
of moral
achievement.
—Phil Bess '73

remember that period fondly, as a time of
great intellectual excitement. At Whittier,
there was a healthy respect for everyone's
point of view"
But Phil Bess '73, a student of
McBride's, doesn't agree that respect for
opposing viewpoints was always the case
at Whittier. "By the time I was a student,
it was politically correct to be against the
war." Bess says. "There was a certain selfrighteousness in upholding that viewpoint.
"But everyone was involved (in the
anti-war movement) for his or her own
reasons - political, religious, personal. I
think it is fair to say that for most of us,
other factors, in addition to principle, were
at work," Bess says.
"A lot of people of my generation look
upon that era as the shining beacon of
noble purity. For my part, I'm not
convinced that the '60s were the epitome
of moral achievement.
"We (protesters) were awfully
narcissistic. In hindsight, I'm not convinced
that our presence in Vietnam was categorically wrong. Now, I often think about the
whole notion of just war - whether we
are essentially corrupt or if the Vietnam era
was an aberration."
Jim Walton '73, a Vietnam veteran
himself, has also contemplated the notion
of "just war." He says, "Vietnam was a gross
perversion of national purpose. It met few
if any of Augustine's requirements for a just
war. But at the time, I was not as opposed
to the war as I was opposed to the notion
of me going to fight in it."
Walton describes himself as a student
who "lacked seriousness of purpose" and
says he ended up in Vietnam because the
draft board determined that he was "out of
normal academic progression." Walton was
drafted in 1968, served one tour in
Vietnam, and returned to Whittier College
in 1971 to complete his degree. Before he
was drafted, Walton says "nonfocused
protests" had become the norm. "People
raised hell about everything - war, racism,
poverty. It was very stylish to be Left, and
nobody was a business major."

An End To Innocence
While Walton was in Vietnam, the college
struggled through the final throes of antiwar protests. Elliott says in Whittier
College, "Students' anger at their
powerlessness to stop the war was turning
Whittier, like most other campuses, inside
out... Freshman hazing and beanies were
eliminated in 1972. Societies, intercollegiate athletics, clubs, dances and other
traditional focuses for school spirit were
being reshaped."
"By the time I returned to Whittier for
my junior and senior years, the tone of the
demonstrations was very different," Walton
recalls. "I think Kent State had a lot to do
with that.
"For my generation, the choice seemed
not between being pro- or anti-war, but
between being passively or actively antiwar. Having come out of Vietnam in one
piece myself, I just basically wanted to
forget about it," Walton says.
In 1972, residence hall hours were
eliminated, and Ball and Murphy halls went
coed. The Sachsen Society began accepting
female members. By the fall of 1972, the
war was over, at least for American ground
troops. Articles about Vietnam were less
frequent in the Quaker Campus. It could
even be said that for Whittier College, the
war ended just as it had begun - gradually
But, in 1975, when the last Americans
were evacuated from South Vietnam, this
also did not pass unnoticed at Whittier
College. With a renewed hopefulness, the
Acropolis quoted Camus:

"We must mend
what has been torn apart,
make justice imaginable again
in a world so obviously unjust,
give happiness a meaning once more
to peoples poisoned
by the misery of the century.

Dear Nina,

Bruce Murphy '69
Acropolis, 1969

You were right yesterday afternoon when you said the night following our conversation would
not be routine.
As next mornings are wont to provide, a perspective, a contextual realization has settled in.
Dr. Malcolm Farmer, who taught us anthropology by means of immersion, would emphasize
the importance ofWeltanschauung, one's world view, in shaping the way a culture and its people
responded to flotsam in the tides of history.
I can only speak for myself as a member of the class of 1969 (a noteworthy departure from
the way we edited the QC under my responsibility). Our class was at Whittier from September,
1965 to summer, 1969. While we were here, the world changed, and the shock-waves of that
change rattled the windows of Mendenhall and the Campus Inn just as surely as it did those of the
White House.
We were born in 1947, mostly, and the white middle class/upper middle class lot of us grew
up in a postwar America that had saved the world from true tyrants, evil murderers. Our fathers
had been called to this good but dirty task and had prevailed. All the patriotic truths we learned
in school, in Scouts, and in worship had been affirmed by the direct action of our parents in the
world. The hint of futility that was Korea ended when we were in kindergarten, before television
ownership was universal.
We grew up with Ward andJune, Fred MacMurray, father Jim Anderson knowing best. We
went to worship, camped with the Scouts, and knew someone in the neighborhood who had
been wounded in The War. We studied, and played, and followed major league baseball, and high
school football.
When we were juniors in high school, and the president was killed, we thought assassination
is America was an aberration.
At Whittier College for orientation week, we were reassured by arriving back in the '50s.
While Berkeley, Wisconsin, and other colleges and universities Sent Freedom Riders south, we
wore freshman beanies. If a sophomore demanded, we dropped everything, touched the button
on top with both index fingers, and sang, "When the dews of eve are falling......We had a bonfire
(planned and approved), a street dance, panty raids, a homecoming parade, Spring Sing, the Mona
Kai. Safe in the world we'd known, were we.
What happened? Where did it go? By April of our sophomore year, a few carloads of us drove
to San Francisco for a rally of 65,000 to stop the war in Vietnam. Watts had burned, but this was,
no doubt, another anomaly.
Suddenly, the choices for life were much bigger, not just about Saturday night plans, or even
a career, but the life of the nation, the persistence of values. Today, those issues, with the
technology of communication, have grown to be choices for the future of humankind.
A presidential election spanned our junior and senior years. We were afoot in one of history's
watersheds. There were challenges, then hope, then despair, then cynicism - all in two years.
For some of us it was a dream, turned to nightmare, then to fearful awakening. And for some of us
it was just another good night's sleep.
To the extent that those dreams were the reflections of waking events, we were served up
the experiential evidence of Dr. Harry Nerhood's daily reminder: "It's not what is that counts, it's
what one thinks is."
Now we come to war again, to depose another tyrant, so we can reinstate a wealthy dictator,
lest his manipulations collapse our fragile bank insurance system. And my twenty-year-old
daughter raised the flag in the bracket I'd installed on our front porch. and I attached a yellow
ribbon with the names of people we know who went in harm's way. And I still won't say all the
pledge of allegiance at Lions Club meetings.

- Bruce Murphy '69
Vice President, class L'69
Quaker Campus Editor, 1968-69
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dances, Quonset huts on the quad, nylon stockings into parachutes - "our boys"
were abroad and Whittier would never be the same. It was the early 1940s, and

World War II would shake this college to its very foundation. But the effects of the war would
help shape the Whittier of today. The effects of WWII hit Whittier's campus particularly hard,
forcing the Quaker campus to face its cosmopolitan and plural nature, an admission which had
far-reaching consequences. Whittier re-examined its affiliation with the Religious Society of
Friends, the size of its enrollment, the state of its finances, and the nature of student life. • With
tensions heightening in Europe and the U.S. becoming concerned over Hitler's actions, Congress
initiated the first peace-time draft in American history in 1940. Although most Whittier men who
were drafted that year were able to obtain
student deferments, there was an air of
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By KEVIN LACEY '88 with SANDRA SARR

uneasiness on campus about the future.
Minor Pandemonium Whittier College
President W. Orville Mendenhall, a quiet,
effective leader and a Quaker, called an
emergency convocation four days after
Pearl Harbor was bombed and urged
students to remain calm and to continue
their studies. While instructing males 21
years of age or older to register for the
draft at the Dean's Office, the Quaker
Campus student newspaper noted "minor
pandemonium on the usually peaceful Poet
campus." In March of 1942, four
members of the faculty were drafted for
military service - coaches Wallace
Newman and Aubrey Bonham, and
professors Charles Cooper and Frank
Pursell. • President Mendenhall found

himself in a difficult position. On the one hand, he was president of a traditionally conservative,
private institution with a community in which many members were not sympathetic with the
pacifist views of the college's founders. Conversely, he was himself a pacifist, and one who would
have felt uncomfortable abandoning his personal beliefs, according to interviews in 1942-43 QCs
and material contained in Whittier: Independent College in California by Charles W. Cooper. His
conflicts were not merely ideological. Whereas Mendenhall's superiors, the Board of Trustees,
tended to support the war effort, Mendenhall had the immediate obligation to assure the continued
existence of the college, and that would require continued enrollment of male students. His decision
to urge men to stay in school was made after much thought. Ideologies and Resignations
•Mendenhall decided to bring Dr. Thomas E. Jones, president of Fisk University, to campus to
work out plans for Whittier's involvement in the Nason Plan whereby Whittier would join its sister
Quaker institutions, Guilford, Haverford, Swarthmore, and Earlham, in training conscientious
objectors at Whittier rather than opening his campus to military training. Mendenhall also
proposed that members of Whittier's faculty teach at the Civilian Public Service Camp in San
Dimas, run by the American Friends Service Committee. Not more than 20 miles from campus,
it was here that the CO's would be trained for service abroad. The Board of Trustees, most of
whom were of the Friendly persuasion, did not share Mendenhall 's pacifist views and vetoed
each of his recommendations. • Mendenhall and the board continued to maintain amicable,
if strained, relations for sometime. But when the board decided to negotiate with the
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We are a small school... The tremendous events of this year make us feel
very small and yet our horizons are so widened. It was bewildering atfirst,
but we changed over to war production quickly and cheerfully. We struggled
with altered and accelerated courses. Many of us worked after classes in
defense plants. We had war bond drives and contributed to the Red Cross.
We gave blood and collected books. We went all outfor defense. We make
jokes about rationing. We smiled goodby to thefellows. . . afew returned in
neat uniforms, some to be married. We waited for news. We cherished
familiar school traditions more deeply. Our beautiful campus was beloved
for its peace... we prayed it might remain so. We laughed and played
sometimes. That was our way of life in 1943 . . . as Americans... as Whittier
College students.
-1943 Acropolis, edited by Ruth Walker '43

Manpower Commission to bring military training units to Whittier in March, 1943, the president
felt that the time had come for him to resign. Faculty Protest Contract Clause • Mendenhall's
was not the only resignation which resulted from the board's position on the college's appropriate
role during wartime. A number of faculty members became alienated from the college as a result
of the board's actions. Much of the concern stemmed from the lest-Act clause in faculty contracts.
This clause, included in the contracts Whittier professors had to sign if they wished to keep their
jobs, stipulated that they could, at anytime, be required to teach military education courses
despite any objections they might have to
such an assignment. Although the clause was
repealed fairly quickly, this did not occur
until resignations started trickling in. • Dr.
Alfred Romer sent a copy of his resignation
letter to the press. Dr. Manford Kuhn
resigned to accept a job at Mount Holyoke
where he did not have to sign ideological
position statements to teach. Before and
after the war, conflicts such as these were
uncommon on the Poet campus, with
deference given to the Quaker ideal of
consensus-finding and the friendly resolution
of differences. With Mendenhall gone and
the academic community in upheaval, the
trustees were faced with the ominous task of
finding a new president who could handle
not only the challenges one college faced,
but who could also run the campus effectively in the postwar era. After an extensive
search campaign, Dr. William Charles
Jones '26, was named to the presidency.
"Young," "progressive," and "alert" were
terms used by the Board of Trustees to
describe their man. Clearly, the orthodox
Quaker views espoused by former President
Mendenhall clashed directly with the
direction in which the college was headed.

1943 Acropolis

A Quaker Campus? The notion of Whittier as a Quaker college came under close scrutiny

'USO dances were planned to entertain

during the war years. The fact that Whittier's Quaker sister schools participated in the Nason Plan,

servicemen stationed in Whittier. Sonic

while Whittier refused to become involved, did not bode well for Whittier's contention that it was a

coeds had a hilarious time the day

Quaker college. The appointment of Dr. Jones, Whittier's first non-Quaker president, marked

soldiers in jeeps' and gooncars' called

an important milestone in the college's development. Never again was the "Quaker campus" to be

for them at Platner and twice drove

the some. • Students Respond • Students, too, felt the effects of the war which was so for

them through the center oftou'n."

removed in miles but weighed so heavily in their hearts. Two Japanese American students, faced
with incarceration in California internment camps, transferred immediately to Eariham College in
Indiana. A third opted to join her family in the camp. Classroom discussions of the war mirrored

I

1944.
A group ofJapanese immigrants and
Japanese-American men interned in
the Heart Mou,ztain, W)'onzing,
internment canzp formed the Heart
Mou,,tain Baseball League. Above is a
panorama ofthe camp barracks with
Heart Mountain in the background.

students' concerns about world affairs. Soon, the size of Whittier's male population would go into
decline. Because Whittier's enrollment was so small (550 students in 1940), freshmen played on its
football, baseball, and basketball teams when their ranks were decimated by the draft. The four
men's societies were forced into suspension during the 1943-44 and 1944-45 academic years, with
members merging to form the Associated Men Students. Meanwhile, the female societies grew as
large as ever. Women's organizations such as Cap and Gown, the Sosecos, and the Pepper clubs
continued to attract large numbers of students. Drama production roles were filled almost
exclusively by actresses, and the choir had a predominance of soprano and alto voices. • Another
visible sign of the war's effect on Whittier was the presence of about 50 Chapman College students
who attended classes on the Poet campus. Because both schools' survival was at stake, Chapman
College shared Whittier's campus for two years during WWII. Announcing "Poets Take in
Chapman," the QC reported that Chapman students would pay Whittier fees and share courses
with Whittier students. Chapman had rented its campus to the Navy for the duration of the war. "It

1943 Acropolis

probably saved us both," remarked Betty Kenworthy '45, former college registrar. Chapman

"Games were daylight due to dimout

reconvened at its own campus in Hollywood in the fall of 1945. • With the war effort winding down

restrictions."

toward the end of 1944, Poet students
looked eagerly toward the return of their
fellow students who had fought overseas.
Enrollment doubled during the spring of
1947. Quonset huts sprang up on the quad
for classrooms, and huts were also erected
in Palm Park to house students. The 1945
Bulletin pointed out that "no separate
curricula will be established for the veteran.
The college faculty believes that the college
community will be most useful to all if
veterans and non-veterans are allowed to
find their place in the academic and social
life of the campus on a basis of their
individual personalities." • Much of the
essence of modern-day Whittier was defined
during those years of war. Tenacious,
historic Whittier lives on, facing the
challenges of today with the wisdom gained
from the past.
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LAW SCHOOL

LAW SCHOOL HOSTS ANNUAL NATIONAL
TRIAL COMPETITION

Twenty-one student teams representing 12 California law schools
converged on the Whittier College School of Law campus in February to
demonstrate their courtroom skills before California Supreme Court
Justice Edward Panelli and other judges in the 16th Annual National Trial
Competition western regional finals. The winning schools, UC Davis
and Cal Western, advanced to the National Finals in Houston.
"If you choose to do trial work, a competition such as this one is
invaluable," said Adam Kaller, third-year student, president of the law
school's American Trial Lawyers Association, and regional tournament
coordinator. "You gain practical courtroom experience and learn the
value of being properly prepared.
Our future clients ultimately benefit since the lessons we learn are not
at their expense"

Senate candidate Dianne Feinstein shares a laugh with Dean
"HATE SPEECH" OR "FREE SPEECH"?

John FitzRandolph.

PROFESSOR COMMENTS

Professor of Law Mary Ellen Gale was quoted recently in a iVea lhk
Observer article entitled, "Should 'Hate Speech' Be Banned on
Campus?"
Professor Gale commented on an argument made by free-speech
moderates that there are situations to which First Amendment
protections may not extend, nameh; when offensive sentiments are
expressed over a sustained period or when a victim of hurtful speech
cannot escape the barbs.
"There is a First Amendment balancing that has to go on here," said
Gale. "Context becomes very important. People will say you can't write
a regulation that's clear enough. I would say it's a moral imperative
that we try"

FEINSTEIN ADDRESSES ALUMNI BANQUET CROWD

Dianne Feinstein spoke to a crowd of about 2'5 at the Ninth Annual
Alumni Banquet at the Biltmore Hotel in March honoring the Whittier
College School of Law class of 1981, 13 alumni serving in the judiciary,
and two alumni for professional achievement and service to the law
school.
In her keynote address, Feinstein, the 1992 Democratic candidate for
Senate, stated, The President has called for a new world order. I think
we need a new American order." She asserted that the United States
should allocate more resources toward domestic programs such as
health, education, energy, and employment and less toward
international affairs.
The following law school alumni who are judges were honored during
the evening's festivities: Bradford Andrews '81, judith A.shmann '2.
Elvira Austin '68, Jeanne Berger '68, Paul Bryant '5. Florence-Marie
Cooper '75, Roosevelt Dorn '69, Ruth Essegian '80, Hugo Hill O.
Gregory C. O'Brien '2. WilIliam Ormsby '69, Doris Lee Schocklev ''5,
and Miriam A. Vogel '75.
The professional achievement award went to Associate justice Miriam
Vogel, and the law school service award went to Gary Findley, 1990-91
president of the Whittier College School of Law Alumni Association.

LETTERS

Editor:

I want to let you know that I no longer feel I can contribute to the
general fund of Whittier College.
I graduated from Whitter and have enjoyed reading the Rock and
keeping in touch with Whittier College. I have recommended
Whittier College to Golden High School students, Kent-Denver and
Colorado Academy. I, too, have always thought Whittier students
received a quality education within a community that truly cares
about the individual.
This last issue of the Rock (Vol. 61, No. 2) has changed my mind. I
was saddened to see that Whittier no longer stands for true values
and the development of their students' character. The Alternative
Lifestyle League is in direct disobedience to God's universal laws. I
am not condemning homosexuals. I believe they need to be cared
for, just as any other human being who is emotionally or physically
sick. However, homosexuals need to know they are living in
perversion and are sinning. They are not a civil rights group and
should not be treated as such.
Something is drastically wrong with our education system when we
encourage young people to tolerate everything except the truth. It
used to be that tolerance meant that diversity could be part of our
politically, morally and ethnically diverse society. However, our
culture today has become increasingly characterized by skepticism
about right and wrong, moral standards, and truth itself, and all are
being turned into personal choices.
I will look for colleges that encourage students to search and find
truth and to develop individuals to be bold enough to confront the
popular relativism and stand on the truth and to not be taken in by
our tolerant society
—Ruth (Perry) Richardson '67
Editor:

I am very distressed to learn that my alma mater, with its Quaker
concern for life and the rights of each individual, would allow a
campus organization which promotes the killing of our youngest
human beings. For such a group, which encourages students to
support abortion, a form of murder and exploitation of vulnerable
women for economic gain, to use campus facilities as a forum is
abhorrent.
Yet the article in the current issue of the Rock (Vol. 61, No. 3)
presents this group as though it were a valuable asset of the campus.
After reading this article I can no longer support my alma mater. You
are no longer teaching the values which were formed and
strengthened in me in my years at Whittier.
Over the years there have been articles and opinions expressed in
the Rock with which I have not agreed, but I have been grateful that
Whittier continues its tradition of providing a tolerant forum for
various opinions or perspectives. However this present issue is not a
matter of viewpoint. It is matter of death and profound suffering
and a moral evil. It cannot be ignored.
- Carolyn R. (Canright) Lemon '63
Dear Editor:

I'm fine and in good health. That is if you call living life very
basically in foxholes in the desert being fine.

Our military objectives have been met. Now it's time for diplomats
and politicians to sort Out the final resolution to matters.
I won't go into descriptions of fighting in a war. I'll leave that to the
reporters and movie makers to tell and describe.
I was warmed by the article done on the pro military rally
conducted at the college.
What gave me the greatest satisfaction was to read about the antiwar protesters. Whether right or wrong they spoke up. That essence
of free thought and speech is the Whittier that I knew and loved. It's
good to know that Whittier is still developing and nuturing future
leaders of this country that will act with their conscience.
—Bob Smith '79

Captain, USMC
Editor:

Thank you so much for your orchestration
the Rock, (Vol. 61, No. 3). Please extend
to all the others whose talent and passion
shone brilliantly through to make this a
provocative issue of the Rock.

of the very fine issue of
my appreciative applause
for their individual roles
warm, compelling, and

I am looking forward to upcoming issues!
-Rosa (Black) Votteri '62
Editor:

You printed a letter in the Rock (Vol. 61, No. 3) from a college alum
who objected to the law faculty recommendation to ban the
military from use of the law school to recruit students. He said we
had joined the "yowling and misinformed herd."
Our "yowl" was in response to a recognized student organization,
the Gay and Lesbian Law Students Association, who objected to the
use of the facility by an employer who refused to interview persons
because of their sexual orientation. Since our catalog contains a
Statement of Nondiscrimination (pursuant to two federal statutes)
promising not to discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, age,
national and ethnic origin, religion, sexual orientation, or handicap,
in our admission policies or in the administration of educational
policies, the faculty response was that our Placement Office should
not be used to reinforce this unfair discrimination. If an employer
refused to interview women, for example, the value of our faculty
position would be clear and understood by most people. The same
would be true if an employer told us that black students were not
eligible for interviews.
The "uninformed herd" include many prestigious and, I assume,
informed law schools throughout the country, including USC and
UCLA in our own area.
The faculty simply voted that once admitted, no student should be
denied access to an important part of the program for which tuition
is charged. In no way was service in the military denigrated, as Capt.
Kelley charges, but rather, fairness was exalted. The policy applies
to any employer who uses the campus in a way that unfairly
discriminates against students who make the programs possible.
This recommendation was forwarded to the President who
supported our position.
- John A. FitzRandolph

Dean, Whittier College School of Law

ON CAMPUS

SEEING THROUGH THE HAZE
By NINA SANTO

Faculty Calls for the
Elimination of Pledging
Friendship, fellowship, and mistreatment of
new members? Society hazing is once again
at the forefront of the campus consciousness, with the faculty calling for a major
overhaul of society initiation programs as a
result of events this January.
"I don't want to single out one society
or one incident, because some form of
hazing appears to be a part of many of our
society pledging programs," said James L.
Ash, Jr., president of the college. "The law
of the State of California is clear. We must
address the problem of hazing as a
community, and we must do it now"
Prior to the 1991 pledging period,
Dean of College Life Stephen Gothold '63
sent an open letter to Whittier's societies
(Athenian, Ionian, Metaphonian, Palmers,
Thalian, Franklin, Lancer, Orthogonian and
William Penn), outlining an abbreviated list
of activities which the college and the State
of California consider to be hazing. The list
included sleep deprivation, use or harm of
live animals, any activity involving nudity,
abandonment, mind games, psychological
intimidation, use of alcohol or illegal substances, and Swats or other physical abuse.
In his letter, Gothold explained possible
,anctions should a hazing violation occur,
including legal prosecution and loss of
recognition as a campus organization. He
added, "Societies have a rich tradition on
our campus, but that tradition only recently has included hazing, and unfortunately
that part of your 'tradition' has made it
difficult for others in the college community to accept the positive (benefits) of
society membership."
Following the Athenian Society hazing
case and subsequent sanction violations
(see accompanying story), the faculty
approved a motion recommending that
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pledging be eliminated from all societies
and be replaced by a brief and legal
initiation process which affirms the sanctity
and uniqueness of each person.
Associate Professor of Religion Joe Price
said, "I appreciate that initiation processes
build community strength and identity, but
I believe that these initiations should affirm
the integrity and worth of the individual.
(Pledging) is a month-long process where
people are subject to inhumane behavior.
We will not tolerate that behavior."
A committee consisting of two society
members, four other students, four society
alumni, three faculty and three administrators was charged with designing a plan
to implement this faculty proposal. In
announcing the committee membership,
President Ash said, "They will examine a
range of new member education and
initiation practices, and discuss society
governance and accountability issues. The
goal is to create general recommendations
which will guide the administration in
implementing the faculty's mandate of
substantial reform."

Gothold, who chaired the committee,
summarized their progress at an April 8
faculty meeting (details not available at
press time).
Regina "Reggie" (Clymer) Donahue '80,
president of the Metaphonian Alumni
Association, said, "I hope the positive side
of societies isn't lost in the discussions
about hazing." For instance, Met alumnae
coordinate the Karen Anne Pilkington '79
Scholarship Fund.
Donahue added, "Looking at the hazing
policies, I don't think it will be a problem
to bring the Metaphonian program into
line. My concern is that alumni and society
members aren't left out of the process. Let's
all work together on this."
President Ash agreed that societies and
alumni can work with the administration to address hazing problems. He added,
"Nobody is advocating eliminating societies.
To the contrary, we want to strengthen
them by insisting that they participate fully
and consistently in the educational mission
of the college."

EXCERPTS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE:
Article 5. Hazing Laws
Hazing includes any method of initiation . . . which is likely to cause bodily
danger, physical harm, or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in physical
or mental harm .
The violation of this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less
than one hundred dollars. . . or imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
one year ...
Any corporation or association which knowingly permits hazing to be conducted
by its members . . - shall forfeit any entitlement to state funds, scholarships or
awards.

1991 Athenian Pledges meet with actives
on campus in January, prior to the muchpublicized Hearing Board case.

No, BUT I

Athenians Penalized for Hazing

SHE SAID

Two weeks into the January pledging
period, students brought allegations of
Athenian Society hazing violations to Dean
of College Life Steve Gothold. The college
Hearing Board, consisting of three
professors and two students, considered
their complaints and ruled that hazing did
occur. The Athenians subsequently
appealed the Sanctions imposed by the
Hearing Board, and that appeal was denied.

THOUGHT SHE MEANT MAYBE

As of Feb. 15, sanctions against the
Athenians included: suspension as a campus
organization for one year; prohibition from
inducting a pledge class in 1992; permission to accept this year's pledge class under
the condition that no pledge paraphernalia
would be worn or displayed and that
pledging would end by Feb. 16 at midnight;
and requirement of the society to restructure its pledge program by the end of the
1992 pledging period.
Subsequent Sanction violations by the
Athenian Society resulted in the loss of
their on-campus society house. The three
women who had occupied the Athenian
House have relocated elsewhere on and off
campus.
Katrina Diller '92, who joined the
Athenians this spring despite the hazing
controversy, said, "We aren't the worst or
the only society that hazed. The point is
that hazing is wrong all around. I finished
pledging because there are good things
about and good people in the Athenian
Society. Now that I'm in, I want to work on
changing the way people are pledged. The
college's action is a good thing because it
causes all societies to re-examine what
their programs really mean."

By JENN EMBERY '94 and TRACIE BOSTIC '94

National statistics indicate that as many as
one in six college women will be victims of
date/acquaintance rape while in college.
"Although they often go unreported,
there are date rapes on this campus," said
Jeanne Miller, director of student counseling services at Whittier. This grim reality led
Miller to sponsor a series of programs on
date rape prevention this spring.
"The emotional cost to the women who
are victims of date rape and to the men and
women who care about them is extremely
high. Still, date rape is an emotionally
charged issue. It's painful and difficult to
discuss, and we tend to avoid talking about
it. We need to confront and discuss this area
of concern," Miller said.
"Date rape is the act of penetration with
any object when consent is not given by
both people involved," said Dr. Mark
Stevens. a national authority on date rape,
men's issues and violence against women.
In February, Stevens presented "I Know She
Said No, But I Thought She Meant Maybe"
to a campus audience. Earlier the same day,
Stevens spoke separately to two groups—
one all female and one all male—at Johnson
House. The evening program was open to
both men and women.
Thirty-five women attended the
women's discussion and 15 men attended
the men's. Forty-four women and men
attended the evening program.
Stevens said the goal of his presentations
is to leave students with a better understanding of how rape affects life and the
college community, and also to encourage
them to help eliminate the problem on
their own campuses.
Stevens said that in a sexual Situation,
both men and women must communicate
with their partner exactly what they want,
in order to avoid confusion. "A breakdown
in communication is often a major factor in
date rape," he stated.

But Miller added, "Women need to know
they have a right to be sexual, and still say
no at any time," She said that men generally
think of sex as linear, meaning that once
anything starts, it must be completed with
intercourse. "Women have the right to be
selective about what they do sexually,"
Miller said.
Stevens described date rape as a social
crime. "The social aspect involved in rape is
that women are raised to be feminine and
passive, and men are raised to be aggressive," he said. In this way, societal expectations can perpetuate date rape.
He added that 70-80 percent of reported
date rapes involve some sort of drugs or
alcohol. "When people are under the influence (of drugs or alcohol) they are more
vulnerable to date rape situations," he said.
Stevens was particularly pleased with
the men's program, saying, "the meeting
could have gone on longer. The guys got
really involved."
Sophomore Kolya Kaposhilin said that
he learned more about what classifies rape
and consent. "(Stevens' presentation) was
very enlightening. He stressed to the men
how rape affects the community."
Rape education will be implemented as
part of Whittier's freshman orientation
beginning next fall.
Jenn Emberj' is afreshnan political
science ma/or from Monument, Colorado.
Tracie Bostic is afreshman psychology
majorfi-oni Imperial Beach,
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CRUISE FROM GENESIS To
REVELATION
By JENNIFER BUDDEMEYER '93

Students and faculty members were treated
to a cruise from "Genesis to Revelation" on
the "Alpha-Omega Cruise Line" in February
at the Memorial Chapel. Actually, the cruise
was a musical production performed by the
Voices of Zoe at Gospel Night, the closing
event of Black History Month. The 40member Voices of Zoe is based at the Zoe
Christian Fellowship in Los Angeles.
Despite acoustic limitations in the
Chapel, the Voices of Zoe made the walls
rattle and the ground shake. Their power
and energy was truly overwhelming.
Two members of the Whittier College
staff, Loetta Watkins, assistant to the vice
president, and Carmen Davis, secretary for
public relations, perform with the Voices of
Zoe. Zoe is the Greek word for "life - the
God-kind of life," Watkins said.
This original production, entitled "Let
Your Light Shine," was written by members

Voices of Zoe "let their light shine" at Gospel Night.

of the cast. The story, according to Watkins,
"takes the audience through the Bible by
way of an ocean cruise." Music is interspersed with scenes from the Bible set on a
virtually bare stage and interpreted by
actors dressed in festive costumes.
"Let Your Light Shine" blends music
styles, from "gospel to more standard
music," Watkins said, and singers perform a
cappella and to both taped and live music.
Ship's Captain Erika Taylor said the story
"shows those select few (in the Bible) who
let their light shine." The characters range
from Noah, Moses, Daniel and David in the

Old Testament to Nicodernus, Jesus, Paul,
and John in the New Testament.
The music includes upbeat choral
ensembles like "It's Gonna Rain" as well as
a cappella pieces like "Didn't My Lord
Deliver Daniel?"
Watkins performed a solo called "You
Must Be Born Again," a slow piece ending
joyously with the entire choir accompanying her in the Nicodemus segment. And she
performed in a trio singing "Farther Along,"
which she wrote for the Moses segment.

Jennifer Buddemever is a sophomore
English major from Yorba Linda.

THE EVOLUTION OF
THE CAMPUS INN

Compiled by
KATRINA DILLER '92

1929
All dates are approximate.

Katrina Diller is a junior
political science major from
Coronado.
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In 1928, cafeteria-style
dining began in the Girl's
Cottage. The next year, a
new cafeteria was
equipped by the Whittier
Lions Club. This former
borne, shown here from the
Painter Avenue side, also
housed the student
executive offices.

1950
The old C.I. Always and
forever a line to get in.

1957
Groundbreaking for the
Dexter Student Center.
Founders Hall dominates
the scene.

WHITTIER CHAMPIONS
The Athletic Hall of Fame inducted five new
members in March.
Basketball star William M. Moore '49
Set the all-time Pacific Coast scoring mark
during his Poet career, Scoring 366 points
in the 1945-46 Season, 415 in 1946-47, 455
in 1947-48, and 389 in 1948-49, for a total
of 1,625 points.
George Hightower '78, another
illustrious Poet hoopster, still holds two
Whittier basketball records: for field goal
percentage in a league season and in an
entire season.
Patrick Mathews'81 was the first male
Poet swimmer to earn All-American honors
(in 1978 and 1979). He was named most
valuable player both in his junior and
senior years.
Nani Nielsen '81 swam her way to the
top, as well. Nielsen still holds the Whittier
and SCIAC records for the 200-yard IM
(2:16:37) and the 200-yard freestyle
(1:59:13). Nielsen also holds records in the
100-yard freestyle, the 1650-yard freestyle,
the 100-yard backstroke, the 200-yard

Alumni Student Council members surround the seat they purchased for the Shannon Center.
Clockwise from top: Jim Ehlers '92, Gina Cline '94, Silvia Chandler '93, Fred Beyer '94, Kim
Hoffman '91, Jennifer Thompson '91, Adam Kaplan '93, Gabriel Jciureguoi '93, Erica
Christopherson '92, Lilia Avila '93.

medley relay and the 800-yard freestyle
relay.
Josie (Candela) Pettross '81 was the
first Poet runner to qualify for cross

country nationals. She continues to hold
several Whittier track records, including
the 1500-meter (5:01), the 3000-meter
(10:23), the 5000-meter (15:19) and the
10,000-meter (38:30).

1958

1960

1990

1991

Construction begins on the
Dexter Student Center. The
new building will include
the campus Inn, Student
Union, bookstore, the Spot,
and various offices.

The completed campus Inn
boasts a vaulted ceiling,
wooden chairs and
'Period" chandeliers.

Devastated byfire, the
Campus Inn braces for
anotherfacelift.

The remodeled Campus
Inn features a modern
kitchen, air conditioning,
carpet, and an elaborate
lighting system with a
skylight centerpiece. In
April, students held a
grand re-opening
celebration to showcase
the Campus inn's new look.

Photo courtesy of Rick Corra/es,
Los Angeles Times.
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SPORTS

Visser Named Head
Football Coach
Kenneth Visser has been named Poet head
football coach, succeeding Don Uyeshima,
interim head coach during the 1990 season.
Visser comes to the Poets after serving
as assistant coach at California State
University, Long Beach since 1979. From
1981-90 Visser was the Forty-Niner's
defensive coordinator and linebacker
coach. He was assistant head coach for
Long Beach for 1987-90.
Visser served as the head football coach
and athletic director at Servite High School
in Anaheim from 1974-78, where he
amassed a 37-14-1 record and was honored
as Coach of the Year four times by various
Orange County newspapers. He graduated
from Occidental College in 1967 and
coached at his alma mater from 1967-71.
He spent 1970-71 as the Tigers' defensive
coordinator and was instrumental in
Occidental's SCIAC Championship in 1971.
He received a master's degree in Physical
Education from Azusa Pacific University
in 1975.
Athletic Director Dave Jacobs said upon
Visser's appointment, "Whittier College is
very fortunate to have attracted such an
outstanding football coach as Ken Visser
from a large pool of qualified applicants.
Ken comes to us very highly recommended
not only as a knowledgeable football man
but as a fine gentleman with impeccable
teaching and coaching credentials. He will
be a tremendous asset to our entire college
community."

Local Athlete Combines Skill
With Generosity
As a basketball player, Randy Shanklin isn't
quite of the same caliber as Isaiah Thomas.
But the 21-year-old Shanklin, co-captain
of the Whittier College varsity basketball
team, does have a few things in common
with the Detroit Piston superstar.
Both are about 6 feet tall. Both are
guards. And, perhaps most importantly,
both use their athletic ability to help the
handicapped.
While Thomas donates money for each
point he scores to the Special Olympics,
Shanklin donates funds to a Los Angeles
organization called the Exceptional
Children's Foundation (ECF).
ECF is a Los Angeles organization that
is both privately and state-funded. It
provides activities, including trips to plays,
Disneyland and its own Special Olympics,
for thousands of developmentally handicapped children, according to Derick
Taylor, the foundation's director
of recreation.
Shanklin said he got the idea for his
program, which he calls "Pennies a Point,"
from Thomas' work with the Special
Olympics. He said he contacted the Special
Olympics organization in Michigan, who
suggested he pursue his program on a
smaller scale and referred him to the Los
Angeles chapter. The L.A. Special Olympics
in turn referred him to the ECF and Taylor.
No single factor is responsible for his
interest in handicapped children, Shanklin
said. "I guess I just have some infatuation
with disabled kids," he explained. "They had
no choice over what happened to them."
In a flyer (to campus), Shanklin wrote,
"I am aware of the growing number of
children that are developmentally disabled
in my community who greatly benefit from
the services of the Exceptional Children's
Foundation ... I would like you to pledge
a penny (to the ECF) for each point that
is scored."
Dave Jacobs, Shanklin's coach, praised
his efforts. "It's a very charitable thing
he's doing," he said. "That's the kind of kid
he is."
Excerpted with permission from
Ian Gregor and the Whittier Daily News
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Charlotte Michel '91

Poets' Michel Qualifies
for NCAA Finals
Charlotte Michel, a senior at Whittier
College, will be gunning for her second
straight All-American selection after
qualifying for the NCAA Division III
Swimming and Diving finals held March 14
through 16 at Emory University in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Michel qualified for this year's finals
when she accumulated 372.20 points in
the one-meter diving competition at the
Caltech Invitational in January.
Last year, Michel competed in both the
one-meter and three-meter diving events,
finishing 14th in the one-meter
competition and 12th in the three-meter
event, which was good enough to earn AllAmerican status.
Excerpted with permission of the
Whittier Daily News.
Editor's Note: Michel placed 5th in the three-meter
and 9th in the one-meter at the NCAA national
diving competition, thus earning All-American
honors for the second straight year.

No Wild Animals Here.
A few gentle college mascots:
New York University Violets
Whittier (Calif.) Poets
Centenary (La.) Gentlemen
St. Joseph's (Maine) Monks
Heidelberg (Ohio) Student Princes
Pennsylvania Quakers
St. Bonaventure (N.Y) Bonnies
Whitman (Wash.) Missionaries
New England (Maine) Pilgrims
Thomas Jefferson (Pa.) Medics
Source: The Ultimate Book ofSports
Lists, reprinted in The Atlanta JournaL

Tomb

TAM NAMED TRUSTEE

Tomio Taki, chairman of Takihyo Inc., has
been elected to the Whittier College Board
of Trustees. Taki will serve a three-year
term.
Takihyo Inc., a women's clothing and
design company, is the parent company to
Anne Klein & Company and Anne Klein II,
and a partner in the Donna Karan Company.
It is the American branch of Takihyo
Company Ltd., a 230-year-old family
business based in Japan involved in several
industries, including ready-to-wear fashion,
food and chemical products, carpeting,
housing, and real estate.

Joanne Hamlin presented her PBS award-winning program, "Choices," on the stage of the
Shannon Center for the Performing Arts in February. This dramatic representation of 14 American women - from 17th century religious rebel Anne Hutchinson to women's rights movement
founder Elizabeth Cady Stanton - applauds women who made difficult, controversial, even
dangerous choices at a time when few choices were open to women. The event was sponsored
by the college's Religious Life Program.

Tomio Taki

Taki, who moved to the United States in
1978, is also involved in a number of other
companies in the fashion market, including
Mrs. Taki's Kids Inc., Kansai Boutique Corp.,
Issey Miyake USA Ltd. Inc., Johnston Fashion
for Children, and Wacoal America Inc.
Taki was born in Japan and graduated
from Keio University in 1958. He is also a
graduate of the Advanced Management
Program at Harvard University. In 1958,
Taki joined C. Itoh Company, one of the
largest Japanese trading companies. He
spent three years there before leaving to
join the family business. In 1961, at age 26
he became president of Takihyo Company.

Statistics for the graduating class of '90, as ofJanuary, 1991:

51%

Employed full-time

23%

Attending graduate or professional school

13%

Pursuing teaching credentials

60/o

Traveling, studying abroad or employed
port-time

59/o

Seeking employment

2%

I

Results not determinable

Average starting salary = $23,629
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Seamus Lagan

FACULTY NOTES
Wendy Furman, professor of English, is
the coordinating editor of Riven Unities:
Milton's Vision of Self; Gender Society, and
Death, to be published by Milton Studies as
a special edition for 1992. The volume was
edited under the auspices of the Renaissance Conference of Southern California,
and Cecily Bilodeau '91 and Rebecca
Totaro '91 assisted in manuscript
preparation. Furman will be teaching at the
National Endowment for the Humanities
Summer Institute in Shakespeare and
Milton at the University of Arizona in July.
Steve Gold, assistant professor of
sociology, has written an article entitled
"Soviet Jews in the United States,"
published by New Faces in Liberty. He
presented two papers at the National
Association for Ethnic Studies Conference
at Cal Poly Pomona: "Refugee Entrepreneurship and Job Creation," and "Innovative Approaches to Ethnic Studies
Instruction," presented with Amy Mass,
associate professor of social work. Gold's
book, entitled Refugee Communities: A
Comparative Field Stud)'(about Soviet
Jewish and Vietnamese refugees in Cali-

fornia), will be published by Sage Press this
summer. He was quoted recently in the L.A.
Times about a photographer who studied
Jews living in Wyoming.
Seamus Logan, associate professor of

physics, presented "The Macintosh in
Introductory Physics" at the fall, 1990
meeting of the Southern California Section
of the American Association of Physics
Teachers.
Amy Mass, associate professor of social
work, was quoted in the San Francisco
newspaper Hokubei Mainichi about
Amerasians' role in the Asian American
community, speaking particularly on the
subject of interracial children.
Bedford McIntosh, director of
development, has a collection of books on
Christo, which will be exhibited in October
at Cal State Fresno, Cal State Bakersfield,
Bakersfield College, UCLA and California
Institute of the Arts, in conjunction with
Christo's Umbrella Project.
Frances Nobert, associate professor of

music, and Daniio Lozano, artist-in-

Bedford McIntosh

residence, performed pieces for "Pipe and
Keyboard," a recital at Johnson House in
February.
Emelie Olson, professor of anthropology,
last fall presented a paper entitled "They
Work Harder Now: Postponed Retirement
in Village Turkey" at the annual meeting of
the Middle East Studies Association in San
Antonio, Texas.
Lois Oppenheim, professor of political
science, wrote and edited "Military Rule
and Struggle for Democracy in Chile," an
introduction for the winter 1991 journal
Latin American Perspectives. She
presented "Women and Political Participation during the Transition to Democracy
in Chile" at the March, 1990, meeting of the
Western Political Science Association and
to the Research Committee on Gender of
the International Political Science
Association in June, 1990. Oppenheim is
chair of the Latin American Committee of
the Southern California Consortium for
International Studies, to which the college
belongs. The Latin American Committee
organizes colloquia, sponsors panels at
professional meetings and organizes a
spring semester interdisciplinary course on

ON CAMPUS SPEAKERS

Once Upon a Time

Engaging Children's Minds

Best-selling author Barry Lopez, on campus
in December, cast a spell over his audience
and left them wanting more at a reading
from his latest book,('row and Weasel.
Lopez spent a week on campus as a Nixon
Scholar and guest of Faculty Master Dick
Archer. Although he admits Crow and
Weasel looks like a children's book with its
rich watercolor illustrations, Lopez said,
"This book has no boundaries. . . Parents
tell me the story holds their children's
imaginations, while it engages their minds."

Child development expert Lillian Katz,
whose advice about raising a preschooler
can be read each month in Parents
magazine, made two presentations on
campus in December, one on the role of
the arts in early child education, and the
other, "Engaging Children's Minds: The
Project Approach," after her recent book of
the same title. Katz, who attended Whittier
College for a short time in the 1950s, had
this to say about her days on the Poet
campus: "There was a Quaker sentiment, an
ethos here. I learned to live the way that is
right, because it is right. Without that
ethos, college is like a cafeteria. With it, it's
like a dining room."

Waste Not
By ALYCIA SANDERS '92

Barry Lopez

]

Anthropologist William Rathje addressed a
Whittier College crowd in February on the
subject of "Landfills and the Environment"
as part of the Nixon Scholars Series. Rathje,
who began studying garbage in 1973,

Lois Oppenheim
Latin America. This year's seminar is on
environmental issues.
Steve Overturf, Ferguson professor of
international economics, was resident
director of Whittier College in Copenhagan
for the fall of 1990. Overturf and his wife
Patti led a study tour of 33 to Moscow and
to Riga, Latvia. As a member of Team 1992,
Overturf presented "Impact of the War on
The U.S. Economy" at a student-sponsored
forum on the Crisis in the Middle East;
"EC 1992, Fortress Europe" for the Whittier
Branch of American Association of
University Women; and "Financing of a
Global Economy" for the Los Angeles
Academy of Finance.
Joe Price, associate professor of religion,
was quoted in a March issue of the Toledo
Blade regarding product endorsements by
basketball star Michael Jordan.
Dallas Rhodes, professor of geology and
Ramon Arrowsmith '89, presented a
paper entitled "Variation and Evolution of
Gullies formed on a Pressure Ridge
Adjacent to the San Andreas Fault, Carrizo
Plain, California" for the 1991 Codilleran

pointed out that while landfills are not as
harmful as many people think, their
contents can be shocking.
Rathje said that paper, commonly
thought to decompose easily, makes up
roughly 50 percent of the contents of most
landfills. He and members of the Garbage
Project have studied household refuse and
landfills throughout the U.S. and abroad and
have discovered that, due to the lack of
moisture in landfills, paper can remain
intact for as long as 50 years.
Food and yard waste run a close second
to paper, comprising 20-30 percent of
landfill contents, with miscellaneous
combinations of other waste making up the
rest (hospital waste is found to make up a
surprising amount of non-decomposed
garbage).
To compensate for the pileup, Rathje
urged the audience to cut down on
individual waste. He also suggested a push

Judith Wagner
Section Meeting of the Geological Society
of America.
Nina Santo, associate director of public
relations, co-wrote the Whittier College
recruiting publications that won the Gold
Award in the most recent Admissions
Marketing Report national competition.
She also contributed to the Rock, which
won a Certificate of Merit from the same
organization.
Sandra Sarr, director of public relations,
presented "Managing Information When
Crime Occurs on Campus" at a March
conference of the Public Relations
Association of Southern California Colleges
at Cal Poly Pomona. She Co-wrote and
managed college recruiting publications
that won a Gold Award, and edited the
Rock and 1990-92 Whittier College
Catalog, which both won Certificates of
Merit in the most recent Admissions
Marketing Report competition. Sarr was
invited to judge in the 1991 California
Community Colleges Public Relations
Organization's PRO Award competition.
She presented the awards aboard the
Queen Marj' in April.

Judith Wagner, associate dean for
graduate and teacher education and
director of Broadoaks, is a member of the
California State Leadership Team in
Developmentally Appropriate Practice and
has been speaking across the state about
new state guidelines on developmentally
appropriate curriculum and instruction,
kindergarten through third grade. Wagner
and Executive Vice President Robert B.
Marks represented Whittier College at a
meeting of the National Consortium for
Excellence in Teacher Education at Yale
University in March. With Megan
Carter '88, Teaching Skills Institute
Coordinator at Broadoaks, and Jean
Del la Rose, former demonstration
kindergarten teacher at Broadoaks, Wagner
presented "Bringing Ivory Tower Ideals to
Life in Real World Classrooms" at the
annual conference of California Association
for the Education of Young Children this
spring in Los Angeles.
Glenn Yocum, Connick professor of
religion, presented a paper at the annual
meeting of the American Academy of
Religion in New Orleans, based on research
he conducted last year while on sabbatical
in India.

for more newspaper recycling plants
around the country.
Alycia Sanders is ajunior English
major from Las Vegas.

Where Are You Going To?
By ALYCIA SANDERS '92

Gurney Williams Ill

Futurist Gurney Williams III, science writer
and former editor of Omni, presented
Whittier students with "The Future
Report," a look at technology, lifestyle and
career possibilities, in February. Williams
discussed trends in education and employment opportunities for 18- to 25-year-olds,
pointing out that manufacturing and heavy
industry are losing ground as popular
career choices, while service industries are
making a steady climb. Williams said that,
based on his research, roughly 60 percent
of Whittier's graduates remain in the
Southland to begin their careers.
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OLD ACQUAINTANCES

THE CENTER OF
OPPORTUNITY

Affairs, these four alumni carry on
the legacy as role models for
current students.

By YUKO SAKAMOTO HAYAKAWA
Since 1971, the Center of
Mexican-American Affairs at
Whittier College has nurtured the
academic dreams of many.
For some, the center was a
home away from home - another
place from which to draw support
and encouragement. Others
sought out the center for its
available resources, while still
others found the center to be the
bond between their cultural
heritage and academic
excellence.
Founding Director Martin Ortiz
has been at the center's core
since its inception 20 years ago.
"Over the years, we have
promoted an increased awareness
of the potential in the Hispanic
student, not just on campus, but
to the community-at-large. We
have carried this (image) Out as
an integral part of Whittier
College," says Ortiz.
Alumni have always played an
important role in the center's
activities. In the early '70s, Ortiz
and a few Hispanic alumni
organized the Alianza de Los
Amigos, meaning 'the alliance of
friends." It serves as a support
group to Hispanic students, and
was the first such group
organized in the Southwest. Many
other colleges and universities
have since used the Whittier
College group to format their
own organizations.
At the 14th annual Whittier
College Alianza de Los Amigos
scholarship banquet in February,
four alumni who were Alianza
Scholarship recipients were
honored for their personal and
professional achievements.
As they continue down the path
of excellence, a road all agree was
paved by Whittier College and
the Center of Mexican American

Albert Cuadra Jr. '82
laughs when he reminisces about
a day in the fall of 1981 when he
aggressively approached the
Center of Mexican-American
Affairs and the office of Director
Martin Ortiz. "I'm gonna use your
typewriter and phone, okay?,"
said the 21-year - old senior.
Ortiz's reply, "Uh, well sure.
okay."
Cuadra credits the professional
style he has acquired since then
to many, but specifically to four
people: to his parents for their
persistent dedication to Cuadra's
education, to a professor and
mentor Sjaan Trogman for
supplying him with the motivation and confidence to seek an
accounting career, and to Ortiz
who Cuadra says, "taught me the
attitudes of professionalism
and to go out and get what
belongs to you."
Those lessons stuck well.
Today Cuadra is the comptroller
of Rapid Rack, a steel shelving
company located in the City of
Industry. Upon graduation from
Whittier College, Cuadra
accepted a position as senior
auditor with Arthur Young &
Company, an international
accounting firm in Los Angeles.
After three years, he moved on to
the position of assistant

comptroller with Mettler
Electronics Corporation in
Anaheim, a privately held
company which manufactures
medical electronic equipment.
In 1979, Cuadra helped found
the HSA, Hispanic Students
Association, an organization
which promotes the interests of
Hispanic students. He fondly
remembers his days at Whittier
College, especially the time, one
April Fool's Day after an electrical
storm hit, when he altered
computer messages campus-wide
to read, "Due to an electrical
storm this weekend, we have lost
part of our computer files.
Although we have been attempting to back-up the files, we have
been unable to back-up your
files." Somehow Cuadra lived to
recount this tale.
Many of his memories about
the college revolve around the
center. Cuadra says, "I used the
center to get information. Martin
was a fantastic resource. I had
many deep philosophical
discussions there. It was an
intellectually stimulating place
and a place to grow as an individual." It's nice to see that with
time, some places only get better.

Elma Ureta Mendia '88
pauses when she thinks about all
that the center has meant to her.
"For me, the center was a tie-in to
the college because living off

campus was difficult," says
Mendia. "It was hard for me to
commute when most students
lived on campus. I didn't have the
connections you usually make in
the dorms, the Campus Inn,
and so forth. So I used to go up
to the center and find a quiet
place to study."
A first-generation MexicanAmerican, Mendia was determined to finish college. She gets
enormous satisfaction knowing
that she is the first member of her
family and peer group to have
graduated from college. "The
center not only brought me
closer to the college, but it also
got my parents involved," she
says. In fact, for a number of
years, Mendia's father played
Santa Claus at the annual Brindis
Navideflo, a traditional Mexican
Christmas toast held on campus.
Mendia also reflects on the ways
in which the center gave back to
the campus community by introducing cultural color, like the
Brindis Navideño and Tardeadas,
an annual event welcoming new
and returning Hispanic students
back to campus.
Of one particular memorable
Tardeada, Mendia recollects how
team spirit prevailed over bad
weather, Pouring rain had soaked
the outdoor decorations at the
President's home where the event
is traditionally held. She vividly
recalls when the red, white and
green tablecloths began to bleed
their colors and how she, along
with a few students and former
college president's wife, Dotty
Mills, began the frantic clean-up
before guests arrived. Despite the
rain, it was a well-attended and
successful event.
Mendia served as president of
HSA and for two consecutive
years she received the HSA's
outstanding leadership and
service award.

"Teachers are born and not
made," Mendia used to say. She
was born to teach and is an
English instructor of English as a
Second Language (ESL) and
teacher of general education
development preparation with
Veterans in Community Service in
Whittier.
"The center helped me a lot.
Mr. Ortiz is responsible for
introducing me to my current
employer and to my boyfriend of
three years, Jose," Mendia says
with a smile.

Aurora Zamora
Morales '88 and others like
her received tremendous support
in the form of financial aid and
friendships at the center.
The family-oriented environment is what Morales remembers
most about the center. "We were
made to feel we belonged (at
Whittier College) and the
Hispanic students felt
comfortable since many of us
shared common backgrounds,"
recalls Morales.
Morales is a communications
specialist with the El Rancho
Unified School District in Pico
Rivera, and responsible for the
assessment and treatment of
students with speech, language
and voice disorders.

Morales is proud to say that she
is a product and beneficiary of the
center's assistance and credits
fellow students, parents and
alumni for the foundation upon
which her success rests. "The
center draws all three elements,
the HSA, the Hispanic Parents
Advisory Council, and the
Hispanic alumni together. The
center saved a lot of students who
otherwise might not have been
able to complete their education
here," says Morales.
Her hope for current and future
students at the college is that
"they realize the resources
available to them through the
center, including the friendships
to be made and the networking
possibilities."
Morales continued her graduate
studies at Whittier College and
received her master's in speech
pathology and audiology last May
This June, she expects her state
license which will open the door
to her career as a speech
pathologist.

parents helped found the Hispanic Parents Advisory Council.
After graduating from Whittier
College, Mendoza worked for the
Xerox Corporation as a senior
marketing representative and was
selected for their management
program.
In 1983, Mendoza accepted a
position with the American
Edwards Laboratories as a
territory manager, a company that
specializes in cardiovascular
diagnostic services. He is now an
account executive with Spanish
language station KMEX-TV,
Channel 34. His clients includeJ.
Walter Thompson (Vons); La
Agencia de Orci y Asociados
(Pepsi, Honda, Carnation); and

1930s

Class Agents: Mrs. Dolores
Lautrup) Hal I '33, N I r. John
Arrambide 35, Mrs. Catherine
Nannev) Biggers '36. Dr. Carlos A
Bailey '3. Mr. Paul 11. Gardner '37,
Mr. Ru ru >0 l'arrn inter '3-. NI rs.
Harriett Ehei- mavei- '38 .,\Ii'. \Vavne
Wilson '38. Mrs. Rose (Frank)
Bishop '39.

Paul Frank
Mendoza '80 isyetanother
reason for the center's pride in
Whittier's Hispanic students and
their professional achievements.
To start, he was a founding
member, along with friend Albert
Cuadra, of HSA. Mendoza's

All is well with F. Leon Lee '30 who
is 85 years old and living in
Cottonwood, CA. J. Harold
Bailey '35 is moving to Missouri,
after spending 11 winters in
Arizona. He and wife of 57 vears
enjoy good books, TV, and a wood
fire. Elsie (Beckwith) Berger '35
is involved with lip reading and
memory enhancement class,
organ lessons, and traveling.
George F. Chisler '35 lives in
Sunset Beach with alumni couples

Valdez Zacky (Mexicana Airlines,
Tianguis and Taco Bell), as well
as retail clients, such as Cal
Worthington, the auto dealership.
Mendoza has also found time to
pursue other interests. He has
appeared in some 65 regional and
national television commercials,
including Miller Lite, and on
several television series
including, "Jake and the Fat Man,"
"Matlock," "Those She Left
Behind," and "Moon-lighting." He
is a member of HAMAS, the
Hispanic Association of Media
Arts and Sciences; HAPA, Hispanic
Association for Professional
Advancement; and SAM, the
Society for the Advancement of
Management.

Lauretta M. (Melter) '36 and
Keith Wood '34, and Phyllis
(Follett) '35 and Bill Draper '35
as neighbors. Blanche (Barnes)
Clarke '35 is living in the Villa
Gardens in Pasadena. She visited
Europe this past summer- and
keeps buss' helping patients in the
health unit of her complex. Phyllis
(Follett) Draper '35 traveled to
Singapore, Bali and Bangkok and
visited with family in middle and
northern California. Max
Egger '35 moved to Benicia, CA. to
be closer to family Joseph E.
Gaudio '35 still works as a voice
instructor and performs with the
Gaudio Trio with son, Geno and
daughter-in-law,Diane. Cleona
(Coppock) Hannon '35 had to
rebuild her home after losing it in
the '87 earthquake. She has two
children and three granddaughters. Homer Hoisington '35
celebrated his 50th wedding
anniversan- with wife Polls' at a
surprise party planned by their
daughter Judi '64. Homer retired
from the U.S. Government Set-vice
after 29 years. He lives happily,
enjoying his retirement years in
Napa Valley Carolyn (Holloway)
Kerr '35 is still living in the home
that she and husband Alex built 50
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years ago. They enjoy old glass,
western art and history, and native
plants. Ethel A. (Alexander)
Husong '35 and husband, Glenn
celebrated 52 years of marriage
with a trip to Yosemite. They have
traveled to Disney World in
Florida and to the Caribbean.
Philip Maurer '39 is retired from
politics and teaching. He now lives
on five acres overlooking the
ocean in San Luis Rey, CA. William
V. McAlister '35 and wife Carol
enjoy the quiet life of country
living in Madera. At age 80,
William still participates in two
national diving meets each year.
He works out regularly on his
trampoline. Paul McNutt '35 is
moving to a retirement home,
Friendship Village, in Tempe, AZ.
Beryl Notthoff'35 lives in
Westlake Village. Jean R.
Penfield '35 retired from teaching
and has been a resident of Leisure
World in Seal Beach for 27 years.
She is president of the California
Retired Teachers Association
(CRTA) Division 56 and chairperson of resource services for
area X for the CRTA. Hubert C.
Perry '35 has five grandchildren,all in Whittier. He travels
quite a bit and has spent time with
Nixon's official biographer.
Mildred (Hatch) '35 and Harry
Phillips '35 have three daughters
who are all teachers, and five
grandchildren, all in college.
Harry is past president of the
University Club of Desert and
Palm Springs Retired Teachers
(CRTA) and Mildred is past
president of University Women of
Desert. Isabelle M. Sheller '35
sailed from Port Moresby, New
Guinea to the Great Barrier Reef
and Australia. She was very
impressed with the Queensland
area and the Kuranda Village on
the Atherton plateau and now
knows what a force eight gale
wind is all about. Dorothy (Petty)
Soeberg '35 is enjoying her environment in White Sands of La Jolla.
She is near family and lots of
caring people. Grace (Raffety)
Spencer '35 is very busy with
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volunteer work for Pacific Symphony Performing Arts Center and
a member of the Orange Counts'
Family Service Board. She is the
great-grandmother of two lively
boys. Mary Ellen (Miller) '38 and
Catlett A. Barnes '38, who sold
their property on Camano island,
WA, are trying to organize a move
into a 43-foot-long trailer in
Washington. Ruth R. (Railsback)
Bateman '38 is thrilled to have
finally moved into a newly built
house in Philomath, OR. Besides
working on the house, she is
involved with church activities
and an organization which helps
foreign students experience
American lifestyles. Dorothy
(Pfeiffer) Brown'38 enjoys
playing piano and harpsichord
recitals for Church gi-oups. She
spent nine weeks last summer
visiting friends and relatives in the
Midwest. Husband, Elvah,
continues his retirement career as
a piano technician. Joyce (Brown)
Clark '38 mixed business with
pleasure on a recent cruise
through lndonesia,Java, Bali,
Komodo Islands and Borneo. Alva
(Munson) '38 and Irvine Cox '38
are happy in Claremont and enjoy
traveling as much as possible.
Chester A. Halley '38 retired from
teaching, and is spending time
helping the less fortunate in a
small Texas town. Margaret
(Bennett) Hughes '38 has moved
to Santa Maria to be closer to her
sons. Sibyl (Hofstetter)
Landon '38, along with six
members of her class and one
from '39, met for a luncheon
reunion of the Broadoaks School
of Education. They continue a
50-year tradition of keeping in
touch with one another. Arthur
Lindenmeyer '38 and wife, Ruth,
flew to Washington, D.C. to see
granddaughter, Margrit Carlson,
graduate from medical school. They
visited Hawaii for two weeks and
saw lava flow Dorothy (Sayers)
Ludwig '38 had a cedar home built
on a cliff overlooking the Straits of
San Juan de Fuca. She enjoys

watching the eagles, deer and
whales. Helen V. Magnusson '38
retired after 40 years of elementary school teaching. Hobbies
include painting and gardening.
Helen (Crosbie) Stevenson '38
and husband,John, speak of many
unusual and rewarding opportunities in educational ventures.
They helped start Pacific Ackworth
Friends School in Temple City and
Argenta Friends School in British
Columbia. Frank Winnburg '38
loves his wine-making, ironworking, gardening, and lawn
bowling at Palo Alto Lawn Bowls.
Ruth (Vail) Axworthy '39 finally
reached grandmother status last
December with a granddaughter,
Dulcina. Alice H. (Higley)
Destro '39 and husband motored
7,000 miles through 15 states to
Washington, D.C. to witness the
dedication of theJohn Naka
Bonsai Pavilion at the National
Arboretum. Virginia (Hoskins)
DuPrez '39 took a cruise on the
QE II and spent three weeks
roaming about England, Scotland
and Holland. She still spends
summers in Oregon to escape the
heat in Riverside. Hallie
(Cosand) '27 and Charles E.
Gilmore '39 are enjoying life in
Newberg, OR. Their children gave
them a wonderful reception
celebrating their 60th wedding
anniversary. The wife of George
Krueger '39, Millie, passed away in
January. Marian (Dorland)'39 and
Rodney Mahoney '41 are enjoying
their retirement years in San Juan
Capistrano. They recently joined
Elderhostel program and enjoyed
Hawaii with the group. Alan D.
Mendenhall '39 is a private voice
teacher and spent 25 years as a
music teacher for the L.A. City

Schools. Doria (Mead) '39 and
Phil Ockerman '38 enjoy their
new home in Fremont. Last
February, they traveled to Belize
and cruised Lake Isabel in
Guatemala. LastJune, Leila G.
(Glover) Sciutto '39 married Bill,
with whom she worked at Santa
Paula High School. She retired in
1976 and is living in Santa Paula.
Thurston E. Sydnor '39 enjoys
living in Port Townsend, WA. On
retiring after 20 years of teaching,
Eleanor A. (Brooks) Tucker '39
keeps bus)' as a research assistant
in genealogy, extracting and
computerizing the 1880 census.

1940s

Class Agents: Mr. Russell Vincent
40, Ms. Mary Lee (Palmer) I Iolton
'-41, Mr . Virginia (Strong) I 3eilson
42, Ms. Billie (Gee) LeClear '-+3.
Mrs. Elizabeth ( Lamb ) Ton ison 43,
Mrs. Olive (Jordan) McCloskev -+-,
Mrs. Carol (Coiner) Saunders -i,
Di'. Keith Walt +1+ 46. irs. Roberta
Christoffersen ) Ba )wfl -j,
Its. Anna G. ( Stanfield ) I [Lill['-+,
Mr. Millard C.Jarnagan '8,
Mr. \Xi I ham R. Lee '-18, Mr. Leland
Kulzer -+9.
Rev. Richard Stanley '40 is still
active as a marriage and family
counselor. Walter Blume '41
retired in 1983 and moved to the

beautiful Ozark mountains, lie
and wife Polly enjoy their four
grandchildren. LastJune they
traveled to Israel, Jordan, Austria,
Holland and Germany, where they
saw the passion play in Oberammergau. Edwin B. Bronner '41
retired last June as professor of
history and curator of the Quaker
Collection at Haverforcl College.
To celebrate, lie and wife Anne
traveled from Anchorage to
Dawson City in the Yukon, and
back toJuneau to sail home on the
jVjeuu'Amste;-c/a,n. He is still
researching Quaker history and
publishing. Mildred M. (Marshall)
Burck '41 has now settled in
Corvallis, OR, where she is kept
busy by friends and family Mary
"Pat" (Patterson) Bush '41 retired
from teaching in 1986. She is now
involved with community work,
the Broadoaks Advisory Council
and traveling. Ray Canton '41,
along with wife Betty, is thoroughly enjoying the freedom of
retirement. They recently traveled
by car to Minneapolis, New
Orleans. San Antonio, and
followed the Mississippi River
from Minneapolis to St. Louis.
Kathleen Cartwright '41 has
retired from teaching and acts as a

consultant on personnel management. She is also becoming a
painter of Children and animals.
Georgia (Lodter) Cates '41 retired
from Glendora School District and
moved to Colorado eight years
ago. Josephine (La Rue)
Chance '41 keeps pounding away
at the keys of her piano and enjoys
the contact with young people she
gets through her private studio.
She enjoys traveling with husband
Frank. Olive (Chandler) '41 and
Robert Clift '40 retired as
managers of the Whittier College
bookstore in 1985. They served a
total of 65 years between them.
They enjoy traveling and doing
volunteer work. Four of their
grandchildren have graduated
from Whittier College. This past
summer they became great-grandparents. Joseph H. Coffin '41
remains active as board chairman
of the California Friends Homes,
operating Quaker Gardens and
soon-to-open William Penn Manor
in Whittier. He is also a full-time
grandpa, taxi driver and babysitter. James F Collins Jr. '41 spent
38 years with Johnson & Johnson
Company He and his wife Jean
now live in Colorado Springs and
enjoy skiing, painting and

traveling. Elizabeth (Betty)
(Smith) Dean '41 enjoys church
and community activities in the
beautiful Finger Lakes district of
upstate New York. Her two
daughters live in Seattle and her
son in the San Francisco Bay area.
Connie (Hughes) Fleischhauer '41
is retired and living in Brea.
MaryEllen (Perry) '41 and Bob
Hartman '41 enjoyed agreat
reunion with Whittier College
friends last October in Gt'aeagle.
They have seven grandchildren.
Overseas travel is a major interest
for Grace (Mills) Koopmans '41
and husband Ted. Together they
spent one month in New Zealand,
and also made a trip to Poland.
Kermit K. Likert '41 travels quite a
hit in his van to places like Oregon
and \\ ashington. This year lie is
celebrating his 50th wedding
anniversary. ane E. (Tregay) '41
and William F Lion '41 celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary at
a festive gathering hosted by their
three sons. They recently enjoyed
a trip through the Scandinavian
countries with Margaret
(Nicholson) '40 and Eugene 0.
Wineinger '40. They also travel
the miles to visit their four
grandsons in North Carolina and
Florida. Beth (Garfoot)
Lumpkin '41 and husband, Don,
are quite the travelers. They've
journeyed to China, Stockholm,
and Paris. They are very much
involved in volunteer work for the
Presbyterian Church. Phyllis
(Winkler) Lynn '41 is a retired
cost accountant and 26-year
member of the board of directors
for the Ventura County Federal
Credit Union. Carol (Mead) '41
and Art Marshburn '41 are both
enjoying retirement after many
years of teaching. The' are active
in the California Retired Teachers
Association, Routry, Presbyterian
Church, and Meals-On-Wheels.
They love traveling all over the
states to visit their four children
and eight grandchildren. Edna
(Meredith) Martinek '41 has
retired after a 32-year career in

education. She most recently
writes programs for special education and spends many happy hours
with her mother, who is 95 years
old. Paula (Nelson) Mathey '41
and husband, Frank, spend four
months a year in Hawaii. Last year
they tou red around southern
Europe. Rachel (Struve)
Mould '41 retired after a 31-year
career in teaching. She was
widowed in 1971 and remarried
husband. Raymond in 198, a
former lire marshal in Reno. She is
now a happy homemaker in
Nevada. John Penery '41 teaches
human physiology to MAL (More
Able Learners) and is active in
mans' organizations. Marjorie
(Rueger) Rees '41 is a docent at
the Huntington Library in San
Mat- mo. G. Elizabeth "Trudy"
(Moe) Snider '41 has traveled to
70 countries so fat- and taken five
trips this past year. She visits the
jail weekly and writes hooks. Ann
(Hayes) Valois '41 has three
daughters and four grandchildren.
She is active with many volunteer
organizations. William Walker '41
is a retired pharmacist who enjoys
golf and gardening and is celebrating 46 years of marriage. Gordon
Dooley '42 and wife Helen
bicycled the mid-Columbian Gorge
following the Lewis and Clark route
to Astoria. They then bicycled the
coast of Oregon down to
California. Lois (Collins) '42 and
Paul V. Hardin '42 live in rural
Nevada County. near Grass Valley,
on five acres of oak woods. Son
Ken and his family also live on the
property in homes that father and
son built. Joe V. McClain '47 has
decided to move from Whittier
back to Greensboro, North
Carolina. Ethel (Silberberg)
Oldfield '47 lives in Ipswich, MA.
She has taken up watet-colotpainting as a hobby and still plays
chamber music. She plans to
travel this summer to the Grand
Canyon with her son. Robert D.
Peterson '47 and wife Kitty shared
a spiritual experience in attending
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the passion play in Oberammergau, while visiting their son who is
stationed in the Army in Germany
James T. Robinson '47 retired as
executive director of curriculum
and evaluation from Boulder,
Colorado Schools. He was a
member of the National Academy
of Sciences Committee in High
School Biology which recently
released the book,Fulfilling the
Promise, Biologl' Education in the
Nation Schools. Betty (Pierson)
Roget '47 and husband Earl have
been busy with community and
church activities. They recently
enjoyed a 10-day Caribbean cruise.
Francis R. Warnock '48 and her
mother drove to Napa Valley. She
enjoys her piano and choral
groups. Eugena (Wallace) '49 and
Theodore Crawford '49 are now
living in Napa.

1950s

Class Agents: \lr. John Price '50,
Mr. Jim Stecklein 51. Mrs. Peggy L.
(Gossom) Ford '52, Mr. Dick
Walters '52, Mrs. Nadine
(Hambarian ) Emerzian '53,
Mr. Robert Capps '54, Mrs. Jane
(Soderberg) Gothold '55, Dr.
Stuart E. Gothold '56, Mrs. Nancy
(Heldi-ich) Sievert '56, Mr. John
Avila,Jr. '57, Mr. James Peter '58,
Mrs. Ann (Larson) Peter '59.
Robert E. Ferguson '50 is a retired
clinical psychologist in Colorado
Springs. Eunice (Peters)
Harrington '51, president of the
Azusa Unified School District
Board of Education, was awarded
a doctor of philosophy degree in
education from Pacific Western
University last April. David S.
Mason '51 continues as a partner
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in his real estate appraisal
business and recently started an
aerial photo business specializing
in low level oblique property
photos. Raymond B. Matlock '51
and Jacqulyn Wadeson Muller '54
would like their friends to know
that they are cohahitati ng.
Residences are Seattle, \\A and
Montclair, CA. James H. Boyle '52
retired from Security Pacific
National Bank. He and wife,
Norma Lee, have moved to Yucca
Valley James is now a senior
consultant with Alpha & Omega in
La Mesa. He also serves as a
substitute teacher in the Morongo
Unified School District. John
Andikian '53 wrote to tell us that
he appeared on a game show, but
unfortunately lost. Janet Banks '53
is enjoying retirement in Lake
Oswego, OR. She is involved with
lots of volunteer work and taking
care of her mother. Joan
(Floyd) '54 and Dick Belliss '53
are doing fine in Riverside. Dick is
pastor of All Saints Episcopal
Church and has won 40 first place
awards in 150 long distance races
for his age division since 1969. Sal
Gonzales '53 retired as principal
of secondary schools from the LA
Unified School District. He has
three grandsons and more to
come. He buys and sells collectibles and used golf clubs through
his business, Sal's Golf Antics.
Marjorie Ann Gray '53 was
appointed to the Defense Advisory
Committee on Women in the
Services (DACOWITS). She is one
of 13 new members chosen
nationwide. Justin Hall '53 is
living in New Orleans, LA. Ronald
S. Miller '53 and wife,Jan Lee, are
enjoying retirement in Grants
Pass, OR after having worked for
the United States Department of
Defense Dependent Schools for
many years in Europe. Alice
(Eckels) Platon '53 is a recent
widow Her younger son, Charles,
is running the Commercial Photo
Lab business now Carol
(Coughlin) '53 and Bryan
Smith '56 are really enjoying their
nine grandchildren. Carol retired
from teaching and is working parttime with a school photographer.
Bryan is still teaching in East

Whittier. Dick Chamberlain '55
and his wife,Judr, live in Tehama
County. Together they have written
a book about Judy's family titled
Two G. W Coles. Pioneers in the
West. Their current writing project
is based on Dicks grandfather's
letter home from the Civil War.
Karin N. Conly '55 is enjoying
semi-retirement. She writes and
edits on a freelance basis. She will
be traveling to Russia soon with
the Citizen Ambassador Program.
Robert Odle '55 retired last June
after 32 years of teaching in
Downey. Sally (Sloop) '56 and Joe
Arcolio '58 have moved to Orford,
NH where they are building a
home. Don Bryant '56 is a vice
principal at Grants Pass High
School in Oregon. He has three
grandchildren. Ivan Westergaard '56 recently married and is
living in Albuquerque, NM. He is
program manager of Hot ecare
Homemakers. Gerry (Palmer)
Wolfe '56 is a sales manager for
California School Book Fairs Inc.
in Anaheim Hills. She has two
children and one grandchild.
James C. Coleman '56 is in his
second term as chairman of the
board of di i'ectors of Siskivou
Central Credit I.nion. He retired

from the Siskivou Countyy Department of Public Works in 1989, after
serving 18 years as administrative
services officer. Sharon
Callahan '56 is teaching fifth grade
in Alta Lonia. She looks forward to
retirement and selling real estate
full-time. After 31 \-ears of service
to Brea Olinda High School, and
one year as co-principal, Gary
Goff'58 decided on a change and
is now with MACRO. His better
half Helen (Langham) '60 is on
leave of absence from La Habra
School District where she is a
science teacher. Russell Zabel '58
and wifejanice have their own
motor coach and are planning a
trip to the East Coast. James L
Bunyard '59 is a coach at El
Camino Community College.

1960s

I I

;lass Agents: Ms. Daunn E.
ovejov '60, Dr. Gary Goodson '61,
jr. Alan C. Davidson 62, Mrs. Gail
Ziebarth) Davidson '63, Dr. John
;row '64, Mr. Joe Barnes '65, Dr.
rving D. Hoffman '66, Mr. Michael
bunger '67, Mrs. Penny (Cams)
raumeni '68, Ms. Tallien Perry '69.
ormaJ. Beebower '60 is
lelighted to have legal guardianhip of her nepheNvJimmy. She
!aches foreign language at La
labra High School. Hal
olebaugh '60 left the Foreign
ervice in 1974. He spent one-and-half years in Honduras as project
aanager of anA.l.O. project. Prior
D that, he was in Saudia Arabia for
ye years. Bill Kelley '60 retired
rom the Navy last October. He is
eeking a new career in California
rWashington, D.C. Anne W

Klentz '60 is director of pupil
services for the Los Alamitos
Unified School District. Martha
(Yocum) '61 and Ed White '60 are
in their 14th year of living in
Denair, CA. Ed is pastoring at
Denair Friends Church. Marilyn
(Bonham) Campbell '60 is the
coordinator of continuing education at Skagit Valley College, in
Friday Harbor, WA. Ron Dahlgren '62 is president and CEO of
Queen of Angels/Hollywood Presbvterian Medical Center in Los
Angeles. Cindy (Hall) '66 and
Tom Houston '62 are living on
Balboa Island. Tom continues to
do well in the insurance business
and Cindy is a manufacturer
representative for activewear
companies. They are proud
grandparents to a new grandson,
John Thomas. Judy (Neely)

Chamberlain '63 is a teacher at
Maywood Country Day School in
Rancho Mirage. Susan (West)
Clements '64 is a secretary at the
U.S. Navy Weapons Research
Center in Norco. Bruce Kolina '65
is excited about becoming a
grandpa. His oldest son,Joey, is
attending law school, Karey works
on the Catalina Flyer as assistant
skipper, and Linda and Bruce
spend summers working on
property in Hawaii. Beverly
(Stephens) Krumwiede '65 is a
tour coordinator for Taylor Made
Golf Company in Carlsbad. Her
husband is a real estate broker in
San Marcos. They have two children. Her daughter Julie '81 and
husband Victor Fritz '81 live in
Chino Hills, David Cardenas '66 is
the general director of Puente
Hills YMCA in Hacienda Heights.
His daughter, LeighAnn, is a sophomore at Whittier College. Ronald
House '66 is general manager of
Workmans Compensation Center
Fireman Fund Insurance Company
located in Ontario. He is a choir
director and listed in the Who's
Who Bluebook in California. Steve
Morgan '66 has a 21-year-old
daughter working in a bank, an
18-year-old daughter attending
University of San Francisco, a
seven-year-old daughter in first
grade and a four-year-old son.
Gilford Bisjak,Jr. '67 is moving
into pastoral counseling and
personal growth workshops in a
company he is co-creating called
Flying Horizons. He is also an
adjunct professor of psychology at
the U.S. International University in
Sari Diego. Barbara (Tasker)
Campbell '67 enjoys her view of
the lovely Cascade Mountains in
Skagit Valley where she resides in
the Pacific Northwest. She is very
busy as a nuclear medicine technologist. Her son, Ken, age 13,
keeps himself and his chauffeur
mom busy as a competitive
swimmer, earning nation-al honors
for the last two years. Janice
(Sato) Casey '67 is director of
corporate projects at Hemmeter
Corporation in Honolulu, HI.
Cathy (Harry) Chambers '67 is in
her seventh year of teaching
fourth grade at Stoney Brooke

Christian School in Mission Viejo.
She has two daughters, Melissa, a
senior at UCLA and Michelle, a
junior at Capistrano High School.
Harrison P. Ellenshaw '67 is vice
president of Buena Vista Visual
Effects, part of the Walt Disney
Studios, Fred Gloss '67 is happy
with his high tech executive
search company. He was mart-led
lastJune and enjoys racing his
35-foot sailboat on the Chesapeake. Judy Hertzler '67 moved to
New Mexico where she has a small
private practice of administrative
and clinical consultation services.
Faye B. (Browning) Heyn '67 is
the owner of Calico Station, Inc. a
retail quilt and fabric store. Her
son Greg is freshman at Troy State
University in Alabama, daughter
Kristen is a junior in high school,
and husband Allan just started his
own insurance company. Richard
Hodson '67 is an assistant county
attorney in criminal prosecution.
He lives in western Kansas with
wife Nancy and three children,
Rachel, -age 13,Jonathan, age seven,
and Martha Sue, age four. Don
Jackson '67 is a project liaison rep
for the Rocketdyne division at
Rockwell International in Canoga
Park. Marilyn (Graham) '67 and
Lew Jones '67 have two sons,
Graham, age 15 and Ben, age 12.
Marilyn is a part-time instructor in
upper grade remedial skills and
reading. Lewis teaching at Calhi, a
new school within a school program for at-risk ninth graders.
Michelle (Yaussi) '67 and Ray
Kimball '67 recently moved to
Manhattan Beach, Ray is working
at Northrop in Hawthorne and El
Segundo. Janice (Blair)
Yoshida '67 is a self-employed
graphic artist living in Santa
Barbara with husband Ron and
two children, Nina, age 11, and
Mitchell, age seven. Last summer
was spent in Germany and Denmark. When not traveling, they
enjoy their two acres of avocados,
cheramovas and miscellaneous
fruit trees, David Feinstein '68, a
psychologist, has co-authored a
book,Ritualsfor Living and
Dying, which offers ways in which
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to deal with death and bereavement. Ted Holt '68 is
administrator of the Community
Convalescent Center in Riverside.
Gene Moscovitch '68 is practicing
law and living happily in Westwood with wife Nancy. They have
traveled to Hong Kong, Singapore
and Bali. Margaret Spencer '68 is
it supervising deputy public
defender in Riverside. Jan A.
Zobel '68 has it tax practice and
teaches tax seminars for selfemployed people. Each ear she
travels to Oregon, Arizona. and
I Iawai ito teach, In January she
was spotlighted in the Puce Club
fouurnal for her seminars. Randon
Clendaniel '69 has retired from
the Air Force, where he was it
pilot. He now works for Alaska
Ijniversit

1970s

Class Agents: Mr. David Edinger '70,
Mr. Alexander Defeo '71, Mr. Terry
Thormodsgaard '72, Mr. Stanley M.
Smith '73, Ms. Helen Shaban'74,
Mrs. Luann (Leal) MacDonald '75,
Mr. Pete Makowski '76, Mr. Kevin
Brady '77, Mrs. Lisa (Kellogg)
Montes '78, Mr. Mark G. Deven '79.
Dean Alger '70 is an associate
professor of political science at
Moot-head State University in Minnesota. He was actively involved
with assisting democratic candidate Paul Wellstone in his hid for
U.S. Senate. He served as a
political analyst for a local TV
station, media and policy advisor.
Kathleen (Riddell) Beard '70 is an
administrator at Ontario High
School. Bonnie (McTavish)
Beaver '70 is a wedding
consultant for it firm in Cupertino
called By Special Invitation. Jim
Bennett '70 is vice president of
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engineering for MHE Systems
Corp. in Tustin. Robert Bowen '70
is an American Airlines pilot based
at Washington National Airport in
Washington, D.C. Bill Leiva '70 is
president and CEO of Mcdix
Biotech, Inc. in Foster City, CA.
Michele McCartney '70 is
working at Arizona State University Manuel A. Ramirez '70 is
presiding justice of the San
Bernardino division of the Fourth
District Court of Appeal. Cynthia 1.
Renger '70 is vice president of a
pharmaceutical company and has
taken up scuba diving in the
Florida Keys with sons Thomas
ancljames.Janet Tholen '70 spent
last fall on location with husband,
who was shooting a movie on the
Navajo reservation. James
Brown '71 is director of taxes for
the Ashton-Tate Corp. in Torrance.
Jeanie M. (Reed) Cash '71 is a
principal with the Bellflower
Unified School District. Wai-Pan
Chan '71 is a senior research
associate at Genetech in South San
Francisco. Linda (Noel)
Malkemus '71 is a first grade
teacher in Pollock Pines, CA. She
and husband Steve are expecting it
sixth chilcl.Jenine Mescher '71 is
now Mrs. Jenine Nolan. Stephanie
(Ainoa) '72 and Willie Allen '72
celebrated their 20th wedding
anniversary. Stevie" is teaching
third grade at Rorirner Elementary
School and Willie teaches P.E. at
Pomona 1-ugh School. Richard
Baker '72 is a senior associate in
the laitagement Consulting
Services practice of Coopers and
Lybrand in Boston, MA. Wife Adela
"Tinka" (Perry) '72 is with Fabric
Editions Inc. in Hopkinton. MA.
Russell Cadman '72 is an assistant
professor at Bethel College in
McKenzie, TN. Richard Chan '72 is
executive vice president of
Security Pacific Asian Bank in
Hong Kong. Virginia "Ginger"
(Matera) Edinger '72 is working
at Beverly Hospital Maternal Child
Health Center. Spouse David '70 is
marketing coordinator at Whittier
First Friends Church. Laurielynn
(Jackson) Barnett Keane '72 is
happily married and spends most
of her time with husband and four

children. She works as a real estate
agent and volunteers at a hospital.
Anne (Marrelli) Kelley '72 is a
research and education specialist
for the counts' of Los Angeles. She
has two children. Husband Robert
is a professional classical pianist.
Bill Mason '72 is chief of the
department of podiatric medicine
at Sonoma Developmental Center
in Sonoma, CA. Peter C. Mieras '72
is it principal deputy district
prosecutor with the chief
prosecutor's office of the South
Coast Air Quality Management
District. In his position, he has
obtained the two highest air
pollution settlements in district
history against Lockheed and
Southern Pacific Railroad. In the
last issue of the Rock, we
erroneously listed Ann (Gibson)
Miyata '72 nine years ahead of her
time. The last we heard, she and
husband Gavien were putting the
final touches on their Japanese
room. Bob Munoz '72 is an
elementary school teacher for
Washoe County School District.
His wife, Maria, and he have a baby
girl,Jordin Lyn. Trisha (Gallighen)
Nelson '72 is teaching independent studies at the Sierra Education Center in Whittier. She has

two bovs,Jonathan, age seven, and
Jeffrey, age four. Jan (Hallworth)
Nowicki '72 enjoys teaching with
her husband at the same junior
high in SanJose.Jeri (Mellon) '73
and Steven Ohta '72 have three
daughters. Steven has been teaching the last 16 years in Little Lake,
San Diego, and also working for
TMI Financial Services. Robin
Pulliam '72 accepted a graduate
fellowship in the political science
department at the University of
Nevada in Reno. She lives near
fellow alum Jan (Rowlands)
Loverin '72 who lives on a big
ranch with her husband and son.
Ruben Zertuche '72 is an
insurance agent in El Monte. He is
kept busy with his four children,
Jessica, age 20, Zachary; age 17,
Elias, age 14 andjimmy, age three.
Barbara Zuppardo '72 retired
from Continental Airlines as a
flight attendant, She is now selfemployed and assists airline pilots
and flight attendants to bid for
their monthly schedules. Teresa
"Terry" (Johnson) Barosko '73
relocated to the Seattle area and
keeps busy with volunteer work at
the Humane Society and with her
own two dogs, Sherman and Tank.
Lynda Bates '73 is a business

;ervices assistant for the California
State Department of Rehabilitaion. Janis (Fix) Brown '73 keeps
active with four daughters in
gymnastics and with her own
Dusiness, the Idaho Shirt Shop.
Paul C. Cabot, III '73 is an account
nanager for Williams & Watts in
Won, MA. Last summer, Jan
Hixenbaush) '73 and Greg
Clarke '73 packed up with their
:hree children and moved to
tlanta, GA. when Greg was
:ransferred by Safeco Life
Insurance. So far, the family is
enjoying their new home. Jan
eeps busy with the kids' school
activities, and something Atlantans
Lake very seriously - tennis. Chris
(Burke) Chastain '73 is an office
manager for SpeeDee Oil Change
and Tune-Up. Husband Mark just
finished building their 3,000 sq. ft.
custom log home in Lake Arrowhead. They have two children.
Linda Childs '73 is an English
:eacher with the L.A. Unified
School District's adult division.
Leonard Couzijn '73 is a real
estate agent with ERA in Hawaii.
He has been in the top 100 ERA
agents listing nationwide for two
:onsecutive years. Jeanette
Swift) Croghan '73 is a substitute
lementaiy teacher for Capistrano
School District. She enjoys golfing
and grandparenting in her semiretirement in "San Camelot."
Robert Rhodes '73 is the
administrator of a kindergarten
:hrough ninth grade school in
rexas, and the father of a seven'ear-old daughter, Shelagh.
Edward Komaki '74 purchased
Pilico Pharmacy in El Cajon. Lou
Erickson) '74 and Rob
Nilsson '72 are busy raising their
:hree children. In addition, Roy
eaches and coaches in Montebello
and Lou teaches in Chino. Roger J.
pratt '74 is regional sales
nanager with Mercedes-Benz of
4orth America, Inc. Carol L.
tanley '74 and husband Bill
Dresent marriage encounter weekends for their local church, United
hurch of Christ in Redmond, WA.
She has started a master's program
:hrough City University in applied
aehavioral sciences and her own
Drivate counseling practice. Linda

(Lowry) Levshin '75 is the
director of a foster care program
for a private agency. Mark Garland
Walker '75 is pastor of the
Bethlehem United Church of
Christ in Brooklyn, NY. Lawrence
T. White '75 is associate professor
of psychology at Beloit College in
Wisconsin. Last summer he was a
visiting scholar at the East-West
Center in Hawaii. Frank T.
Baele '76 is a teacher at Flintridge
Prep School in La Canada-Flintridge. Heather J. Brown '76 is a
teacher with the Newhall School
District in Valencia. Richard
Scaffidi '76 is associate editor of
Dramalogzie. He has directed
several Whittier College produc.
tions, including /3leacbe,- Bums
and On the Verge. Bruno C. Amicci
'77 is founder and president of
Triad Search Group, a data
processing and engineering
recruiting firm in the Pacific
Northwest. He and wife Marie
have three children. Marjorie E.
(Humes) Oswald '77 and husband
Alan formed A. Charles &
Associates, providing customized
management and sales training
seminars. They also hold training
sessions for the Commercial
Drivers License (CDL) test in
Kansas and Missouri. Chris
Page '77 and Kathy Sure '77
recently visited with Mark
Gorton '78 and Susan Nellis '77.
Jim Reynolds '77 is a classified
account executive with Minnesota
Suburban Publications. Wayne
White '77 is associate legal
coordinator for UCLA Capital
Programs and Contracts. Kitty
Young '77 is a lecturer in the
department of international
business at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong and a Ph.D. candidate. William Brown '78 is
principal of Valencia School in
Covina. Irene (Garcia)
Brunow '78 is a police communications officer with the city of
Millbrae, CA. Kathleen (Brown)
Caldwell '78 is the utilization
review coordinator at Pico Rivera
Community Hospital. Deborah
(Schreiber) Elliot '78 is a child
abuse prosecutor with the District
Attorneys office in Los Angeles.
Julia Hernandez '78 and husband

Ramon are proud parents of two
daughters, Heather and Holly. Julia
is on a leave of absence from
teaching to be a full-time mom.
Sandra (Morrison) Noy '78 is in
the Air Force Reserve. She has two
children, Ian and Julia. James A.
Root '78 serves on the Palmdale
City Council. He works at Hiland
High School and is married with
three children. Joe Beltran '79 is a
Protestant chaplain for the Department of Developmental Services
Fairview Developmental Center in
Costa Mesa. Carolyn (Norris) Luk
'79 is living in Hong Kong. Joyce
(Naumann) Van Cott '79 started
her own law firm in Phoenix, AZ.

1980s

Class Agents: Mr. James Pigott '80
Mr. Bret Johnson 81, Mr. Kevin
Bucket '82_%1r. Rock Spalka 82,
Mr. Arthur \'aleriano 83. Is. Selina
Nlemedova 84, Mr. Michael Wood
$5. MrsJeni (Bradley) Keiltv '86,
Mr. Glenn Rothenberg 8,
Mr. Kevin Burke '88, Ms.Jeanne
Florance '89.
Donna (Baldwin) Caffey '80 is a
marketing director for Hahn
Company in Fairfield, CA. Ana
Maria Cardon '80 is licensee
manager at Warner Brothers.
Kathleen (Bishop) Roche 180 is an
adoption caseworker for the
California State Department of
Social Services. Debbie (Fox)
Eytcheson '81 is a teacher with the
Moreno Valley Unified School
District. She has two sons. Dane
Cannon '82 is president of DRC
Marketing Specialties in Oregon
House, CA. Scott Cooper '82 was
nominated and enlisted in the
1990 Who Wbo. Rita Malkki '82 is
a program analyst for U.S. Centers

for Disease Control in Atlanta, GA.
Clark Pearson '82 is a firefighter
and hazardous material technician
with the L.A. County Fire Department. Mark J. Zacovic, '82 is dean
of business services at Lake Tahoe
Community College in South Lake
Tahoe, CA. Sandra T Aldern '83
has one daughter and a husband
who is a partner in a local defense
contracting business. Jesse
Beukenbooria '83 is working as a
physical education instructor at
the government sports department
in Aruba. He is married with three
children. He also counsels
students who want to study
physical education either in the
Netherlands or in the U.S.
Jefferson F. Bush, Jr. '83 is a sales
manager for Pagenet of Burbank.
Wife Patty and he have a son
William, and are expecting a
second in June. Denice (Luce)
Carden '83 is assistant director of
the Learning Center at a local
private college in Spring Arbor,
MI. Kathleen (Ortiz) Casillas '83
is an Orange County deputy
sheriff. Nivy (Pal) Isenbarger '83
is a training specialist with the
Peace Corps. Andrea (Lowden)
'83 and Mitchell Nakagaki '81
have a daughter, Kelsey Mitchell
is a tax manager for a local CPA
firm in Sherman Oaks, and Andrea
is a cosmetic buyer for Nordstrom
in the Los Angeles region. Monika
Wornig '83 is a technical sales rep
for ICN Biornedicals. She also has
her own computer networking
business and manages to teach
aerobics at the Family Fitness
Center in Buena Park. Ying Xiao
'83 is teaching ecnomics at various
colleges and universities and is
planning to set up tour groups to
China this summer. Collyer K.
Young '83 is a dentist in Honolulu,
HI with his father and brother. He
is also director of the Honolulu
Chinese Jaycees. Judith (Gomez)
Brydon '84 is a child development
supervisor at Headstart. Samuel
Cardena '84 is a sales rep for S.L.
Fusco, Inc. in Compton. Roy
Clason '84 is director of policy for
the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). He

lives in Arlington, VA. Dave Fowler
'84 is a contracting intern at the
Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Command Headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Gian Gandolfo
'84 is director of rooms at the
Sheraton Norwalk Hotel. Diane
(King) Summers '84 is an
administrative manager for a
computer consulting firm.
Jennifer Campbell '85 is a law
student at Hastings College of Law
in San Francisco. Maria CappucCio
'85 is a program control analyst at
General Dynamics in San Diego.
Brent D. Barnes '86 graduated
from The Basic School located at
the Marine Corps Combat
Development Command in
Quantico, VA. John Carlson '86 is a
registered nurse at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center of Swedish Hospital in
Seattle, WA. Yunsu Choung '86 is a
professor in the real estate
department of Taegu Junior
College in South Korea. Michael
Domino '86 is a pilot and flight
instructor at Pan American World
Airways International Flight
Academy in Miami, FL. Michelle
Gagnon '86 is working on her
Ph.D. in bioanalytical chemistry at
U.C. Riverside. Matthew Speer '86
is an independent program analyst
in San Antonio, TX. Allison J.
Wilson '86 completed the Officer
Indoctrination School at the Naval
Education and Training Center in
Newport, R.I. Jacquelyn M.
Cervantes '87 is a research analyst
for the aircraft division of
Northrop Corp. in Hawthorne.
Cynthia (Dyer) Hine '87 and
husband, Jim, have two children.
She has written two children's
stories and proofreads legal
depositions. They live in Hermosa
Beach. Joseph B. Royster '87 is an
associate attorney with McInnis,

Fitzgerald, Rees, Sharkey and
McIntyre law firm in San Diego.
Robert Bajet '88 is a loan officer
with Finance Factors, Ltd. in
Hawaii. Cheryl (Cervantes)
Chang '88 is a teacher at Ocean
View Elementary School in
Whittier. Frank Haun '88 is
progressing with an aviation
career and is working towards his
flight instructor certificates. Reline
K. Sapico '88 is working toward an
M.S. in counseling psychology at
California State University in
Fullerton. Susan Sinfield '88 is
enrolled in the Master of International Management program at
Thunderbird in Glendale, AZ. Ana
Maria Casas '89 is a counter
manager at the Broadway in West
Covina. Karen (Lenhardt)
Fimbrez '89 is a social worker at
the Lakewood Park Health Center.
She has two daughters. Eric
Gothold '89 is a manager in the
framing department of Greenleaf
Gallery in Whittier. He married
Maria (Pederson) '90 two years
ago. Jack Millis '89 directedJohn
Murdy's '89 original play,The
Second Coming, for Universal
Studios. Aldin Tatly '89 is a sales
rep with Hueblein, Inc.

MARRIAGES
Leila A. (Glover) 39 to Charles

Sciutto, on June 2, 1990

Janice (Maraist) Robinson 60 to Philip Wirth, on November 23, 1990
Leslie Ann Williams 73 to Paul Stephen Pruss, on July 21, 1990
Constance L. Bayne '77 to Dennis James Weber, April 1990
Jennifer Mason 80 to Kenneth Waltzer, on October 7, 1990
Kathryn Elizabeth Macaulav '83 to Thomas Patrick Sullivan, on
November 17, 1990
Suzy Eliot 85 to Peter McLaughlin, on April 21, 1990
Stacy Hornadav '85 to Richard Yanez, on May 19, 1990
Therese Swirbul '86 to Ken Cooper, on November 11, 1989
Damon 0. Dragos '88 to Diana Marie Hollinger, on April 7, 1990
Sylvia Gortz '88 to Keith Lagocki, on November 24, 1990

BIRTHS
To Christine and Douglas H. Perez '70, a son, Douglas William, on
February 5, 1991
To Maura (Lee) '76 and David Yee, a son, Alexander, on November 2, 1990, a
hi-other to Alicia
To Rebecca and Joseph Fletcher'--, it son, Louis Arthur, on June 21, 1990, it
brother to Daniel and Katherine
To Vanessa (Ament)'78 and Dave Stone, a son, Nathaniel Caleb, on
November 21, 1990
To Teresa D. (Torev) 79 and Michael Campbell "79, a daughter, Mars; a sister
to Gwen
To Teriann and Steven L. Selbv 80, it son, Steven Ian, on September 19, 1990

1990s
Class Agent: Ms. Michelle
Dodge '90. (Michelle is pictui'ecl
with 1980 Class Agent photo)
James "Mike" Allison '90 is
teaching at California High School.
Ed Bingham '90 is a developmental skills professional and
works with the mentally disabled.
Deborah Cramer '90 has returned
to Whittier College as an assistant
director of annual giving. Joe
Deal '90 is a land surveyor in
Orange County He is pursuing to
further his education in
engineering. Jean Ettinger '90 is
teaching at a college prep
boarding school. She lives in
Ashburnham, MA.

To Pain and John Crews 82, a son, Christian James, on August 25, 1990
To Lynette (Dockstader) '82 and Frank E. Smilev 82, a son, Francis E., on
August 1, 1990
To Katy and Jerry Crews '83, it son, Alexander David, on August 30, 1990
To Germaine and Ronald Harmon '83, it daughter, Heather Ashley, on
November 23, 1990
To Andrea (Lowden) '83 and Mitchell Nakagaki 81, it daughter, Kelsey Anne,
on June 30, 1989
To Chris and Michael Roclewald '84, a daughter, Mallory Elizabeth,
August 15, 1990, a sister to Jessica and Tyler
To Susan and DwavneJones '84, it son. Nathan Isaac, on February 19, 1990
To Carol and Nick Rosner '85, it son, ChristopherJames, on May 29, 1990
To Karen (Jones) '85 and Ken O'Rourke, it son, Brian Sean, Oil June 22, 1990
Tojeni (Bradley) '86 and Tom Keiltv '87, it son, Shane Thomas, on
October 3, 1990
To Sherrie (Hedrick) '86 and Tim Younger '87, it daughter. Lauren Michelle,
on February 26, 1991
To Elena and Jaime R. Aguavo 90, a daughter, Tricia Elena, on
October 4, 1990
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1

MEMORIAM

19 WE. Poole, November 15, 1990
22 Elizabeth H. (l-lartzell) Olson, November 1990
24 Arthur E. Core\ November 3, 1990
28 Charles Povorena, November 10, 1990
29 Mildred (Gibbs) Morton, December 21, 1990
29 Penn W Pickering, February 21, 1991
31 Clyde Clevenger, notified January 1991
31 Janet (Brvdon) Renton, notified December 3, 1990
33 Clarice Manshardt, December 20, 1990
33 Jean (Smith) Phipps, August 29, 1990
33 Georgia H. (Hutchinson) Sanborn, November 20, 1990
34 Emerson W Stanley, July 3, 1990
35 Dorothy (Smith) Madott, November 26, 1990
37 Thomas Hunt, November 30, 1990
37 Madeleine (Bevrle) Steele, August 30, 1990
38 Ralph P. Zellers, January 14, 1991
40JackAxelson, December 14, 1990
41 Florence W (West) Steiner, January 12, 1990
41 Franklin T. Widaman, notified March 1991
45 Phyllis (Bacon) journigan, March 6, 1989
47 Lloyd A. Reese, October 28, 1990
49 Eva Blanche (Sharp) Billings, February 24, 1991
49 Preston Rorem, notified January 1991
49 Read Bernard Schuster, September 8. 1990
49 Howard Simons, january 1 1991
50 Lawrence S. Morrison, November 8, 1990
51 Herb 1. Clark. September 28, 1990

GEORGE H. ALLEN
George H. Allen, illustrious head football coach at California State
University in Long Beach, and former coach in the National Football League,
died on December 31, 1990. Allen served as football coach at Whittier
College from 1951 to 1956. From 1966 to 1970, Allen spent his professional

52 Shirley (Woolard) Pattison Burr, December 20, 1990
coaching career with the Los Angeles Rams, and from 1971 to 1977 with the
53 Marilyn (Kamphefner) Eisenacher, August 19, 1990

Washington Redskins. During this time, he was selected NFL coach of the

53 Patricia A. (Gorham) Stang, notified March 1991

year four times. In addition, he was named coach of the year by numerous

56J. Bryan Smith, February 1, 1991

distinguished organizations, including the New York Touchdown Club,

56 David G. Woods, November 4, 1990

Columbus Touchdown Club and Associated Press,

60 Charles Lutz, September 13, 1990
66 Marjorie L. Griffith. August 20. 1988

JOHN A. MuRDY III
John A. Murdy, graduate of Whittier College in 1950, and vice president of
the California Fish and Game Commission, died on January 3, 1991. He
was 62. he was appointed to the commission on April 4, 1986 by former
Governor George Deukmejian. In addition to this post, Murdy Ill served as a
member of the Whittier College Board of Trustees since 1984. He was also a
director of the California Tomato Growers Association. He is survived by his
wife, Gerry, and three daughters.

LILLIAN MCMINN SMITH
Lillian McMinn Smith, wife of Paul S. Smith, President Emeritus of Whittier College, died on February 9, 1991 at the age of 90. Born in Richmond, Indiana,
she graduated from Earl ham College and enjoyed a teaching carreer prior
to her arrival in Whittier. Along with her support and interest in Whittier College, Smith was a life-long member of the Society of Friends. She is survived
by her husband, daughter Eleanor Shutt, son-in-law Sid Shutt, granddaughter Joanne Fulbright, grandson Steve, and three great-grandchildren.

Erratum: Our sincere apologies to the Pearson family for the incorrect
identification of Elma (Marshburn) Pearson 1891-1989 in the Rock issue
Vol. 61, No. 2.

THOMAS M. ERWIN
Thomas M. Erwin, retired California stole assemblyman and former Whittier
College trustee, died on December 21, 1990. He was 97. Erwin was first
elected in 1942, representing the 50th District, which included Whittier and
West Covina. He was re-elected several times and retired in 1958. After
attending Whittier College and graduating from Occidental College in
1923, he became a prominent dairyman and developed the Golden Poppy
Dairy in La Puente. Erwin also served as chairman of the Fish and Game
Committee, Revenue and Taxation Committee, and Rules Committee.
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